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ABSTRACT 

Incremental Development System for Axiom Specified 

Objects (IDAX) is a prototype tool for the generation of test 

plans for objects in an OOPS environment. It is based on the 

concepts of up/down axiom specification of objects and is a 

continuation of the work performed by Dr. B. P. Zeigler in the 

software tool AXClass. IDAX extends AXClass to work with all 

of the objects in a given Hierarchical tree in parallel, 

rather than singly. In addition, IDAX provides greatly 

increased flexibility by supporting the incremental 

development of objects; operations, axioms, and tests. 

Finally IDAX provides a consistent and uniform user interface 

to facilitate such incremental development. 

This thesis first presents the background needed for the 

concepts of axiom-based object specification. Next comes a 

complete discussion of the contributions and limitations 

AXClass. Then we introduce the IDAX tool and its underlying 

object-oriented structure. Documentation and a sample session 

enable the work to stand alone as a reference for the IDAX 

tool and its supporting concepts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To understand the goal of this paper and the work it 

introduces, one must first understand the concepts of axiom 

specification, and the role object-oriented programming plays 

in the modern engineering fields. To this end, we will begin 

with a brief summary of the background concepts and 

definitions needed to fully benefit from the work behind the 

paper. 

I. SUMMARY OP BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The growth of popularity of object-oriented programming 

has not been confined to the academic world [27], and has 

invaded nearly every field of specialization where active new 

research is involved [6,11]. Including fields such as, 

automated manufacturing [4], visual modeling of data [17], 

distributed computing [19], robotics and automation [24], and 

simulation and modeling [2,24]. Knowledge information 

technology owes almost all of its ability and popularity to 

the use of object-oriented concepts and methods [22,25,26]. 

Engineering environments being developed today for the future 

are already being heavily influenced by the need for object-

oriented systems and their concepts to deal with vast amounts 

of data and knowledge specialization [23,28,29]. Even with 

this growing popularity and influence, the theories on what 

object-oriented concepts include or do not include are varied, 

but most are paradigm-centered approaches that see software 
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design as structuring objects for coding and object-oriented 

programming languages [5,14,18,29]. Working within this 

context, this paper explores the development of typical 

objects and test plans for such objects. 

Definition of an Object 

An object is an entity in memory with which communication 

is possible on two ports: An input port and an output port. 

The entity itself is able to perform calculations and tasks 

relevant to its state [9,10,29]. 

On the input port, the object receives operations and 

queries. It maintains and updates its state based on the 

operations it receives, and gives information about its state 

based on the queries received via the output port. Thus, 

operations effect a change in state, while queries ask the 

object about its state. It is important to realize that an 

output is only given in response to a query. 

Since, operations cause a change in state, they can be 

divided into two categories: up-building and down-building. 

Up-building operations are operations that "build up" the 

state of an object to the states needed to perform its task, 

and thus are essential operations. Down-building operations, 

on the other hand, are non-essential operations that can cause 

an object to change its state, where both states could have 

been built by a series of up-building operations. 

There are also inputs that fall between the definitions; 



like "Pop" for a stack, which removes the top item in the 

stack and reports it as well. This sort of operation is by 

definition a combination of two other operation types. Pop, 

for example, is a combination of a down-building operation and 

a query (Pop = Top? + Remove). Therefore, throughout the 

remainder of this thesis, this form of operation will be 

referred to as a defined-operation. 

As an example of an object let us consider a simple stack 

with the following list of inputs: 

Add(item) - add the item to your state 
Remove - Remove the item from your state 
Top? - return the top item in your state 
Empty? - return a truth value based on your state 
Push(item) - place the item in your state 
Pop - return the top item in your state and remove it 

from your state. 
Length? - return the number of items held in the stack 

Stack Add (item) —> 

Push(item)--> 

Remove —> —> Out 

Pop > 

Top? > 

Empty? > 

Length? ^ 

Figure 1. Graphical Representation of a Stack Object 

It is evident that Add and Remove both effect the stack's 

state and are, therefore, operation inputs. Since a stack 

must contain objects in order to perform its task, Add is an 

essential operation and can therefore be classified as an up

State: 
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building operation. Remove, on the other hand, creates no 

states that could not have been reached by a series of up

building operations, and is therefore a down-building 

operation. Top? and Empty? can be described as query 

operations, while Pop is a combination of Top? and Remove, 

making it a defined-operation. Push performs the same 

function as Add, and therefore one is defined by the other. 

(We will say that Push is the defined-operation.) 

Axiom Definition and Generation 

To probe the behavior of an object, we can inject any 

legal sequence of operations followed by a query. For 

example: 

make stack stk 
send stk Add 'a 
send stk Add 'b 
send stk Remove 
send stk Top? 

-> ? 

Should return 'a if the stack object is working correctly. 

To completely specify the behavior of an object we need 

only probe it with every possible combination of inputs in the 

form: 

(make)(operation-sequence)(query) 

However, it is clear that there are an infinite number of 

these sequences even for the simple stack object given above. 

Axioms give us a way of describing this infinite behavior of 

objects with a finite specification. There are other ways of 

specifying the behavioral requirements in a rigorous manner 
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[3,16], but the up/down axiomatic specification we will be 

using is highly conducive to "black box" testing [3,9]. 

Before we discuss the development of axioms for an object, we 

must provide a syntax that provides a basis for combining the 

operations to form valid sequences. 

Note that both up-building and down-building operations 

do not produce outputs, but rather can be said to return an 

instance of the object type they are operating on. While 

queries return values of various types. As an example, let us 

explore the syntax for the stack object discussed above: 

Syntax: 
s: stack 
b: boolean 
i: item 
n: number 

Queries: 
Empty?(s) = b 
Top?(s) = i 
Length?(s) = n 

Operations 
Add(s,i) = s 
Remove(s) = s 
New() = s 

Defined-Operations 
Push(s,i) = s 
Pop(s) = i 

Note that the up-building operation New() is appearing for the 

first time. New() is an up-building operation present for all 

objects and acts as the creative force, make instance. 

From this example, we see that with the exception of 

New(), every operation works on an instance of the object, and 

some involve the use of other data such as items. Note also 

that operations return instances of the object and can be used 
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in place of an object anywhere an object is needed. This 

allows us to replace the sequence of inputs from the previous 

example with the more compact notation: 

(Make stack stk) 
(send stk Add 'a) 
(send stk Add 'b) = (Remove(Add(Add(New)'a)'b))) 
(send stk Remove) 
(send stack Top?) 

Since queries take object instances as their only argument the 

combination above is valid. However, they do not return 

object instances, and the following sequence is invalid: 

(Remove(Top?(Add(New)'a))) 

Having specified the syntax for operation compositions, 

we can now develop the axioms for an object. In order for a 

representation of an object to be valid, it must be shown to 

be complete and consistent. That is, our axiom specification 

can be said to be valid if and only if it assigns exactly one 

value to every legal sequence of operations in the behavior of 

the object [9,10]. 

The axioms developed for an object must be able to meet 

two requirements to be considered a valid specification: 

1. Be able to reduce all sequences containing down-
building operations to sequences of only up-building 
operations. 

2. Be able to provide unique responses to queries on 
each state of the object. 

These requirements will validate the axiom specification since 

all states of an object can (by requirement 1) be reached by 

a sequence of up-building operations, and an unique response 
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in given for each state reached (by requirement 2) [10]. 

We can produce every possible combination of down-

building and up-building operations by taking the cross 

product of the two sets. Likewise, the same can be done for 

queries and up-building operations. By doing this, we can 

produce the "left hand sides" of a finite number of axioms: 

down-building 
+ cross product up-building 

queries 

-> Axiom left hand sides. 

For example, the left hand sides of the axioms produced for 

the stack object are: 

Remove 
Top? X Add 
Empty? New 
Length? 

-> (Remove(Add stackl iteml)) (Remove(New)) 
(Top?(Add stackl iteml)) (Top?(New)) 
(Empty?(Add stackl iteml)) (Empty?(New)) 
(Length?(Add stackl iteml)) (Length?(New)) 

Note that the variables stackl and iteml are used to represent 

instances of the appropriate types. 

To complete our axiom specification of the stack object 

in a valid form, we must now provide the "right hand sides" of 

the axioms. That is, for each axiom that resulted from the 

cross product of an up-building operation with a down-building 

operation, we must provide an equivalent state that satisfies 

requirement 1 by doing one of three things: 

1. Remove the down-building 
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1. Remove the down-building 
2. Move the down-building operation "inside" the up

building operation 
3. Produce an error. 

By doing this, we can guarantee that each sequence involving 

a down-building operation is either invalid or reduces to an 

all up-building sequence by recursion: 

Axiom 1. (Remove(Add stackl iteml)) = stackl 
Axiom 2. (Remove(New)) = Error: underflow 

Both of these axioms seem a bit obvious, but consider the same 

operations for a queue: 

(Remove(Add queue1 iteml)) = 
(If(Length? queuel) = 0 

Then queuel 
Else (Add(Remove queuel) iteml)) 

Here we see that by moving the Remove operation inside the Add 

operation we are relying on the length of the queue eventually 

becoming zero and returning a queue state such as: 

(Remove(Add(Add(New)'a)'b)) (Length?(Add(New)'a) = 1 
(Add(Remove(Add(New)'a))'b) (Length?(New)) = 0 
(Add(New)'b) -> all up-building operations 

For each axiom resulting from a query and an up-building 

operation we must provide a right hand side that satisfies 

requirement 2 by doing one of three things: 

1. Remove the up-building operation 
2. Return a unique value 
3. Produce an error. 

This guarantees that each state yields a unique value by 

recursion or is invalid: 

Axiom 3. (Empty?(New)) = T 
Axiom 4. (Empty?(Add stackl iteml)) = F 
Axiom 5. (Top?(New)) = Error:underflow 
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Axiom 6. (Top?(Add stackl iteml)) = iteml 
Axiom 7. (Length?(New)) = 0 
Axiom 8. (Length?(Add stackl iteml)) = 

(+1 (Length? stackl) 

Defined-operations are not involved in making axioms, 

however, the objects response to them also needs to be probed. 

Since a defined-operation is the combination of two or more 

other operations, it is sufficient to create a single 

definition stating this equivalence for each 

def ined-operation: 

Definition 1. (Push stkl iteml) = (Add stkl iteml) 
Definition 2. (Pop stkl) = (Top? stkl) 

Motivation for Axiom Specification 

Having a way to specify the axioms and definitions for an 

object is not justification for all the trouble, we need to 

know how this work will impact the development and performance 

of our software. Typically, software goes through several 

stages before it is installed: A set of requirements is made, 

design begins, and an actual implementation is made before 

testing occurs. Because of this, it is often the case that 

the testing is done haphazardly with no real plan or approach, 

this leads to glitchy software with bugs hidden just behind 

the walls. Programming for testability in a concise and 

methodical manner, with little or no exception, leads to 

higher performance software, while at the same time cutting 

development and testing costs [13,20,21]. 

Using the axioms specified from the object syntax, we are 
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testing of our objects. If each axiom specifies an unique 

characteristic of the behavior of our object, then by testing 

that axiom thoroughly, we can guarantee that that aspect of 

the behavior is satisfied. Furthermore, if we test each 

axiom, we can guarantee the complete behavior of our object. 

Purpose of This Thesis 

It is the purpose of this thesis to first discuss the 

contributions, limitations, and possible errors of previous 

software (AXClass) produced by Dr. B. P. Zeigler [9,10] and to 

then introduce a new software development tool based on 

AXClass. This is done to help better understand the 

contributions made by a new CASE tool (IDAX) to the software 

engineering field. 

IDAX is based on the work done by AXClass and in fact 

uses AXClass as a foundation. IDAX not only adds ease to the 

use of techniques contributed by AXClass, but contributes 

greatly in itself to several of the precepts of modern CASE 

tools, including: Incremental Development, and On Line 

Testing. 
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II. GROUND COVERED BY AXClass 

In his manuscript, Object-Oriented Software Design [10], 

Zeigler introduces his first prototype for an automated test 

plan generator called AX and then introduces AXClass as an 

object-oriented version. The background for the material 

covered in this section, came almost exclusively from this 

book, a paper written by Zeigler and Hays [9], and personal 

experience using and modifying the AXClass code. 

Contributions to an Object-oriented Environment 

In order to discuss the contributions of IDAX, we must 

first explore the contributions and limits of the previous 

work AXClass. As the name suggests, AXClass is designed to 

work with objects in an object-oriented environment inside a 

common-lisp architecture. 

A common theme in such environments is polymorphism, 

which simply means that a function name common to two or more 

objects may perform different calculations. For example, 

consider a circle and a square. The function Area? has 

meaning to both objects, but the way in which it is calculated 

differs greatly. Thus, an object-oriented environment must 

allow two or more objects to have the same function (usually 

called a method) and provide a way to associate the right 

method with the right object. 

Another common tool available to programmers inside an 

object-oriented environment is inheritance. This is seen by 
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noting that both circles and squares are geometric shapes, and 

thus inherit some qualities from a common ancestor, even if 

the way they calculate their area's differ. 

AXClass takes advantage of these and other tools, (made 

available by OOPS, an object-oriented superset of Elk-scheme) 

and avoids the basic limitations and conflicts, also provided 

by OOPS. To understand how this is done let us consider the 

hierarchy of abstract containers. 

CONTAINERS 

iv: items 

STACKS QUEUES 
M: remove, ID: remove, 

top?, top? 
push, 
pop 

m: add, empty? 
new, show? 

SETS 

m: add, 
ia-ia?, 
is-not-in?, 
remove 

MSETS 
m: number-of?, 

remove, 
remove-all, 
add 

LEGEND 

iv: instance variable 
m: methods 

RELATIONS 
m: add, 

remove, 
assoc?, <— SETS 
assoc-all?, 
is-in?, 
remove-all, 
is-not-in? 

FUNCTION'S 

m: add, replace 
MSETS 

m: number-of?, 
add, remove, 
remove-all 

Figure 2. A Hierarchy for Abstract Container Objects. 

The abstract object, containers, is a class used only for 

inheritance. It provides methods for adding items to the 

instance variable, items, a method Empty? to see if the items 

list is Null, and show to give a list of all the items. The 
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classes inheriting these qualities from containers, then in 

turn, provide local methods for other operations and, at 

times, overwrite the inherited method Add with one more suited 

to their specific functionality. 

The use of generic names such as Add, Remove, and Top? 

were specifically chosen to take full advantage of 

polymorphism, and the classes were laid out in the best way 

possible to take advantage of inheritance. Maximizing both 

inheritance and polymorphism can sometimes lead to conflicts. 

Take for example the definition of the Add method for class 

relations: 

(define-method relations (Add key item) 
(Add (List key item)) 
) 

where the second line tries to use the Add inherited from 

containers. This creates a problem: If we are redefining the 

method Add for relations, then the second line will not be 

able to "see" the containers method, and will produce another 

call to itself - causing infinite recursion. 

Normally there would be only two solutions to this 

problem: 

1. Rename this method to something other than Add 
-> Polymorphism backs down to inheritance 

2. Rewrite the method using code from Add for 
containers 
-> inheritance gives way to polymorphism 

However, Axclass provides a third solution: 

(borrow Add containers) 
(define-method relations (Add key item) 
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(send-using-class containers self Add (list key item))) 

Here, the borrow command has told relations to create a method 

for relations that uses the definition of Add from containers. 

Then the command, send-using-class, informs the method Add for 

relations to use the borrowed method from containers to add 

the list of key and item. 

This is a powerful extension to the OOPS environment, but 

doesn't provide solutions to every problem. Take for 

instance, the definition of Assoc-all? for relations: 

(define-method relations (assoc-all? key) 
(let loop ((rel items)(result (make-instance sets))) 

(cond 
((Null? rel) 

(if (send result Empty?) 
"empty!" 
Result)) 

((equal? (caar rel) key) 
(send result Add (cadar rel)) 
(loop (cdr rel) result)) 

(else 
(Loop (cdr rel) result)) 
))) 

Class relations is wishing to create and use an instance of 

another class in the hierarchy, sets. This would not normally 

be a problem as long as the other class is in memory at the 

time, but there is no guarantee of this. To avoid problems, 

Axclass provides the command: (need-one-of ...). 

Need-one-of accepts a list of filenames, the files of 

which contain the needed information that the methods and 

inheritance depend on. The two lines: 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 
(need-one-of sets.syn) 
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will cause the system to look for the files. If the files 

have previously been loaded nothing happens, but if either or 

both haven't, the needed information will be loaded from the 

missing files. The relationship between relations and sets 

(known as relations importing from sets) is shown on the 

hierarchy diagram as a large arrow pointing to relations. 

One last contribution to the OOPS environment, made by 

Axclass, is shown in the hierarchy diagram as two different 

versions of msets. The need to have different versions of the 

same class may arise from a desire to investigate different 

efficiency or convenience properties, or to use one as a basis 

for requirements and test. No matter the reason, Axclass 

provides for this eventuality with the need-one-of command 

extension. The two differing implementations may be "housed" 

in the files msets.syn and msets.l.syn but the actual class 

names are still msets, and therefore, only one can be in force 

at a time. By adding the need-one-of commands specific to 

each implementation: 

msets 
(need-one-of sets.syn) 
msets.1 
(need-one-of functions.syn) 

then we can insure that the proper hierarchy is in force for 

the implementation we are currently using. 

By putting need-one-of commands for only our "super

class" and any class we "import from", we leave it up to our 

parent to determine the lineage above it. Therefore, 
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functions.syn needs the command: 

(need-one-of relations.syn) 

and relations needs: 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 

for the lineage to determined. 

A problem could arise if msets is the parent of another 

class, but need-one-of is aptly named. The command: 

(need-one-of msets.syn msets.1.syn ...) 

which lists all the versions under which the child is to 

operate, will cause Axclass to check if any of the files in 

the list have been loaded previously; if so, then things are 

left alone, otherwise, the first file on the list is loaded. 

While the contributions to OOPS by Axclass are themselves 

worthy of merit, the main thrust of Axclass is to provide a 

means for deriving a test plan for objects developed in such 

an environment. 

AXClass Syntax for Specifying Objects 

Axclass uses .syn files that contain both the needed 

syntax and method implementations for a class, but let us 

concentrate on the syntax AXClass uses to specify an object. 

Below is shown the syntax for the object class relations (in 

appendix A there is a similar syntax for each container in the 

containers hierarchy): 

;OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS RELATIONS: 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 
(need-one-of sets.syn) 
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(define-class relations 
(class-vars 
(ups '( 
(relation add relation key item) 
)) 

(downs '( 
(relation remove relation key item) 
(relation remove-all relation key) 
)) 

(qus '( 
(item assoc? relation key) 
(set assoc-all? relation key) 
(bool is-in? relation key) 
)) 

(defs '( 
(bool is-not-in? relation key) 
)) 

(import-from '(sets)) 
) 

(instance-vars) 
(super-class containers) 
) 

(inherit-all relations) 

The syntax shows that, with only a little more effort than it 

takes to write the definition of a standard OOPS class, a 

complete syntax can be given in a clear and precise manner for 

the generating of axioms and definitions. 

The class variables: ups, downs, qus, and defs specify 

all the information for non-inherited operations. Super-class 

specifies the class object from which we are to inherit all 

other commands. Import-from provides a means of telling 

Axclass if any other classes are used in the manner relations 

uses sets. The need-one-of commands operate as we discussed, 

leaving the command, inherit-all, as the only command that 

warrants further discussion. 

Inherit-all is a command specific to Axclass, and sets 
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"invisible" class variables: allups, alldowns, allqus, and 

alldefs. It performs this job with more than a little 

intelligence. First, it copies all the operations given by 

the new class variables to the corresponding "invisible" 

variable (ups -> allups etc). Then, it looks at the class 

from which you are inheriting methods (the super-class) and 

adds any operation definitions for which there is not a new 

definition. Thus, for the object class relations, the 

variables are set in the following manner: 

allups - new, add 
alldowns - remove, remove-all 
allqus - assoc?, assoc-all?, is-in?, empty?, show 
alldefs - is-not-in? 

The definitions of the operations themselves are given in 

the form: 

(range name class argl arg2 ...) 

The range field of an operation tells what type the operation 

returns. For example, the Remove operation returns an 

instance of type relation. Remember that Remove, as a down-

building operation, is required to return an instance of the 

object it is operating on. The name field is self-

explanatory. The class field identifies the type of object 

the operation is defined for. Every operation (except new) 

must be given a value for all three of these fields. Since 

new is a creator, it has no object to operate on, and the 

class field is left empty (this differs from IDAX syntax where 

new has a class field). The rest of the operation is a list 
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of the types of each argument needed by the operation, ie. add 

and push both need an item argument in order to function 

correctly. 

Deriving the Axioms and Definitions 

Given an object specified in the above syntax, Axclass 

can then generate the left hand sides of the axioms. However, 

the process is a bit more complicated then just cross 

multiplying the ups with the downs and qus. Because of the 

inheritance from the super class, we must make sure that 

axioms are made for the new operations only. Axclass 

currently takes the cross product of the new downs and qus 

with all of the ups, both inherited and new. For example, the 

axioms for class relations are: 

Remove 
Remove-all 
Assoc? X Add 
Assoc-all? New 
Is-in? 

-> remove-on-new 
remove-on-add 
remove-a11-on-new 
remove-all-on-add 
assoc?-on-new 
assoc?-on-add 
assoc-all?-on-new 
assoc-all?-on-add 
is-in?-on-new 
is-in?-on-add 

Note the new syntax for axiom names. There is a problem with 

this approach that will be discussed at the end of this 

chapter. Thus, axioms for an object do not include duplicates 

of axioms for the super-class, ie: 
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relations does not have axioms: empty?-on-new 
show-on-new 

The reasoning behind this is sound. If the axioms have been 

tested for the super-class, the behavior of the parent is 

guaranteed to be correct for any combination of the two 

operations. If the child is inheriting both operations, its 

behavior for their combination is also insured. Because of 

this feature the axioms can be said to be incrementally 

developed with the addition of new objects to the hierarchy. 

Definitions, in a like manner, are only created for the new 

defined-operations listed in the class variable defs. Thus 

relations has only one definition: is-not-in?-def. 

Having specified the left hand sides of the axioms and 

definitions for an object class, AXClass then depends on the 

user to supply the right hand sides. This is most commonly 

done by writing the axiom left hand sides to a .ax file and 

then text editing the file by hand. The .ax file can then be 

loaded into AXClass for further work. A partial listing of 

the already edited .ax file for object class relations is 

given below: 

(begin 
(set! assoc?-on-new '(= (assoc? (new none) keyl) 

(s igna 1 11 empty!11) 
)) 

(set! assoc?-on-add '(=(assoc?(add relationl keyl iteml) key2) 
(if (equal? keyl key2) 

(then iteml) 
(else (assoc? relationsl key2)) 
) 

)) 
(set! (is-not-in?-def '(= (is-not-in? relationl keyl) 
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(not (is-in? relationl keyl)) ))) 

This partial listing of the .ax file for the AXClass object 

relations, shows some of the thought that must go into 

specifying the right hand sides of the axioms and definitions. 

This complexity is the reason that this part of the 

development is still in the hands of the designer and not the 

program. A complete listing of the axioms for class relations 

is given in appendix C, however, that listing is one produced 

by IDAX and is slightly different. 

Type-checking the Axioms and Definitions for a Class 

When type-checking the axioms and definitions for a 

class, Axclass uses the operation argument types and operation 

range types to make sure that each operation is being used 

correctly, and that the two sides of the axiom or definition 

are the same type. If an axiom or definition needs to have an 

operation from an imported class, inherit-all provides all of 

the operations dealing with that class in another "invisible" 

class variable, imports. Let us follow AXClass as it type 

checks the axiom, assoc-all?-on-add for class relations: 

(set! assoc-all?-on-add 
'(= (assoc-all? (add relationl keyl iteml) key2) 

(if (equal? keyl key2) 
(then (add (assoc-all? relationsl key2) iteml)) 
(else (assoc-all? relationsl key2)) 
) 

)) 

First AXClass looks at the left hand side: 

(assoc-all? (add relationl keyl iteml) key2) 
(add relationl keyl iteml) 
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relationl -> type relation 

Once it finds that relationl is of type relation, it knows 

that the add is for class relations. The syntax tells it that 

an add for class relations needs a key and an item: 

keyl -> type key 
iteml -> type item 

Now AXClass knows that the add for class relations is properly 

specified, and substitutes the operation's range in for the 

operation phrase: 

(add relationl keyl iteml) -> type relation 

From the syntax, AXClass now knows that the method assoc-all? 

is for the class relations and needs a key: 

key2 -> type key 

It is now clear that the assoc-all? method for class relations 

is properly used and its range can be substituted for the 

operation phrase: 

(assoc-all? (add relationl keyl iteml) key2)->type set 

Now AXClass turns its attention to the right hand side of the 

axiom. To establish the type of the iff command, AXClass first 

makes sure that the condition elements are of the same type, 

then derives the types of the then and else statements. If 

the types of the then and else statements are the same, the iff 

is also of their type. If the two types differ, the iff is of 

undetermined type: 

(if (equal? keyl key2) 
(equal? 

keyl -> type key 
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key2 -> type key 
(equal? checks OK.) 
(then (add (assoc-all? relationl keyl) iteml)) 

(add (assoc-all? relationl keyl) iteml) 
(assoc-all? relationl keyl) 

relationl -> type relation 
keyl -> type key 

(assoc-all? relation key) -> type set 
keyl -> type key 

(add set key) -> type set 
(then set) -> type set 
(else (assoc-all? relationl keyl)) 

(assoc-all? relationl keyl) 
relationl -> type relation 
keyl -> type key 

(assoc-all? relation key) -> type set 
(else set) -> type set 

(if (OK) set set) -> type set 

Since both the left hand and right hand sides are of type set, 

the axiom type checks ok. Each of the axioms and definitions 

for the class can be type checked in this manner to see if the 

class is correctly specified. 

Specifying a Suggested Test Plan From the Axioms 

Given the up/down method for axiom generation which we 

have been using, we see that only two templates are needed to 

test any given axiom: 

typel: Test a query-terminated sequence against a 
predetermined value. 

type2: Test two query-terminated sequences for equality 
of response. 

Given an arbitrary set of axioms, there are three basic 

situations that can arise: 

1. queries applied to newly constructed objects states. 
2. queries applied to arbitrary object states. 
3. equivalence of two object states. 

In situation 1, it is easy to apply a test of typel to check 
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for the correct response, but situations 2 and 3 are more 

complex. 

Situation 2 presents an infinite number of tests due to 

the state being set by an arbitrary sequence of operations. 

It is important to note, however, that we need only consider 

up-building operations as a means to generate the arbitrary 

states. Since it is the response to a state that is being 

tested, not the manner in which the state is reached. This 

being the case, we can use tests of type 2 to set up arbitrary 

states and test the axiom. The more tests we run, the more 

certain of the behavior we will be, but we must satisfy our 

expectations with some finite number of tests. 

The third situation is a bit more involved. It arises 

most commonly with the combinations of down-building 

operations and up-building operations. This time we are not 

told which query is to be used to test the situation, and we 

are interested in the equivalence of two states. Our interest 

is not on just one point, but on all points. This being the 

case, we must write tests which use all of the queries. Once 

again, there is an infinite number of tests and arbitrary 

states from which we must choose a finite set. 

Based on the preceding discussion of test 

recommendations, Axclass probes each axiom to determine which 

situation arises, and then recommends the best test type to be 

used. AXClass also points out what the important factors to 
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be checked are. Axclass also provides two test routines testl 

and test2 which correspond to the two types of tests shown 

above, and can be used to test an object in memory. 

As an example, we have developed part of the abstract 

container, relations, using Axclass, and will now complete 

this running example with a partial listing of the test plan 

for relations on the next page. The lines that begin with a 

11are those generated by AXClass and are the suggested test 

plan for the named axiom or definition. Then tests are in the 

form: 

(testl "string" (operation sequence) 
val) 

(test2 "string" (common sequence) 
(continuation 1) (continuation 2)) 

When the tests are run, the string is printed as an identifier 

of the purpose of the test. Then for typel tests, the 

operation sequence is executed and the final value compared to 

the val. For type2 tests, the common sequence is executed 

with both instance names from the continuations, then the 

continuations are performed on the appropriate instance and 

the final values are compared. Here is a partial listing of 

the test file for relations as developed by AXClass, a similar 

listing for each of the containers is given in appendix D, but 

is that derived using IDAX and differs slightly. 

; For assoc?-on-add : 
; use test2 with various initial states for relationl 
; and 2 case(s): (((equal? keyl key2) -> iteml) 
; ((not (equal? keyl key2)) -> (assoc? relationsl key2))) 
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(testl 
"AXI0M2: assoc?-on-add ==> if the two keys are equal the 

added item 
TEST1 : assoc? (add (add (new relationl) kl il) k2 i2) k2 

== i2" 
((mk-ent-quiet relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r add 'key2 /item2) 
(send r assoc? 'key2) 
) 
item2 
) 

(test2 
"AXIOM2: assoc?-on-add ==> if the two keys are not equal 

then the same as assoc? on the original relation 
SEQ1 : assoc? (add (add (add (new relationl) kl il) kl i2) 

k2 i2) kl 
SEQ2 : assoc? (add (add (new relationl) kl il) kl i2) kl" 
((mk-ent-quiet relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'item2) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
) 
((send rl add 'key2 'item2) 
(send rl assoc? 'keyl) 
) 
((send r2 assoc? 'keyl) 
) 
) 

; For assoc-all?-on-add : 
; use test2 with various initial states for relationl 
; and 2 case(s): 
; (((equal? keyl key2) -> 
; (add (assoc-all? relationsl key2) iteml)) 
; ((not (equal? keyl key2)) -> 
; (assoc-all? relationsl key2))) 
(testl 
"AXIOM4: assoc-all?-on-add if the two keys are the same then 

the item added is a member of the set produced by 
assoc-all? 

TEST1 : assoc-all? (add (add (add (new relationl) kl il) 
k2 i2) kl i3) kl ==> (il i3) 

SEQ2 : assoc-all? (add (new relationl) kl il) k2" 
((mk-ent-quiet relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r add 'key2 'itera2) 
(send r add 'keyl 'item3) 
(send (send r assoc-all? 'keyl) show) 
) 
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(iteml item3) 
) 

; For is-not-in? : 
; use testl with various initial states for relationl 
; and 1 case(s): ((not (is-in? relationl 'keyl)) 
(testl 
"DEFINITION: is-not-in? == not (is-in?) 
TEST1 : is-not-in? (add (new relationl) kl il) kl ==> not 

(is-in?)" 
((mk-ent-quiet relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r is-not-in? 'keyl) 
) 

#F 
) 

Limitations and Problems with AXClass 

Axclass is a powerful extension of the OOPS environment, 

and on top of that, helps automate the process of developing 

a test plan for objects made in the OOPS environment. 

However, it is not without flaw or limit, and only partially 

meets the needs for a competent tool in this area. On all but 

one point, Axclass meets its stated objectives. It is a sound 

prototype for the development of a CASE tool for the 

automation of test plan generation for objects in an 

environment such as OOPS. 

The one point where AXClass breaks down is on the 

assumption that a complete set of axioms is derived for a 

child object by cross multiplying the childs' down-building 

and query operations with all of the up-building operations, 

both inherited and new. This leaves out an important section 

of the childs' behavior, namely the cross product of the 

child's new up-building operations with the down-building and 
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query operations inherited from the parent. We have corrected 

this problem in IDAX. As an example: In AXClass, the object 

relations does not have the axioms (empty?-on-add or show-on-

add), while in IDAX, both axioms are created. 

Axclass establishes a foothold on a new surface, but, as 

with all prototypes, it has well defined limitations. That 

is, AXClass suffers from limitations that do not allow: 

1. The user to work with more than one object at a 
time. 

2. Addition of operations from an object syntax 
specification. 

3. Changing or removing of operations in an object 
syntax. 

4. Derivation of axioms and definitions from individual 
operations. 

5. Type-checking of individual axioms, definitions or 
operations. 

6. Generation of a test plan for individual axioms, 
definitions, or operations. 

7. Testing of a single axiom, definition, or operation. 
8. Manipulation of tests. 

The first limitation is caused by the way an object 

syntax specification is loaded into memory. AXClass uses 

global variables to hold the operations, variable types, and 

axioms. This is a serious limitation for a CASE tool, where, 

as often as not, it is desirable to develop several linked 

objects in parallel. 

Limitation eight is a side effect of this same problem; 

since tests are not held in memory at all, they can not be 

manipulated. 

Since AXClass focuses on the class definition as an 

object, it does not allow the manipulation of operations, 
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axioms, or tests except at the object or class level. So, 

while AXClass does allow the incremental development of axioms 

and test plans as objects are added to a given hierarchy, it 

does not promote the incremental development of the objects 

within the hierarchy. This creates limitations 2 through 7. 
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III. NEW BOUNDARIES DEFINED BY IDAX 

The ground breaking work done by Axclass allows the next 

generation of tools to be made on a sound foundation from 

which the limitations discussed can be expanded, new features 

can be added, and old ones accessed in a more pleasant manner. 

The purpose of IDAX is to take the next step toward 

automated test plan generation. Its contributions can be 

broken down into three areas: 

1. Ability to work in parallel with several objects. 
2. Provide incremental development inside objects. 
3. Provide a consistent and uniform user interface. 

Using Abstract Containers for Parallel Development 

To allow the user to work in parallel with more than one 

object at a time required a change from the global variable 

method employed by Axclass. Each operation, axiom, 

definition, and test plan now had to be associated, not only 

with it's name, but with a class as well. A container that 

could store and recall these items and associations was 

needed. The container hierarchy discussed earlier offered 

definite possibilities, but none of the containers had the 

ability to associate an item with more than one key. To 

overcome this, the container, assocs, was added to the 

hierarchy. 

Assocs is a specialized class that expects the items it 

adds to its state to come in the form: 

(range name class argl arg2 ...). 
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When such an item is added to an Assoc instance, the name and 

the class are pulled off and made into key values with which 

the operation is associated. A few modifications to the 

hierarchy were made to accommodate this new container. In the 

following diagram: up-building, down-building, queries, def-

ops, axioms, definitions, and tests are all instances of 

object class assocs; types is an instance of object class 

functions; type-names is an instance of object class sets; and 

class-names is an instance of object class functions. 

CONTAINERS 

Iv. items 
m: empty? 

new, ihoif? 

SETS RELATIONS 4-SETS ASSOCS Relations 
m: add, remove, nu add iv; opnames 

4 remove, opclaasai 
u-not-in?, assoo?, m: add, remove, 
remove-all is-in?, is—in?, is—not—in?, 

remove-all, assoo-with-nama?, 
—? Typenamea is-not-in? assoc-with-elast?, 

view?, ranse-of?, 
FUNCTIONS arjs-Dt?. replace 

m: add, replace —> operatloas 

types * up-bldldtafi 

•» class names *~* down-buDdlna 
—> queries 

—> axioms 

—> teats 

Figure 3. Modified Hierarchy for IDAX Containers. 

The container hierarchy before these changes were 

originally developed using AXClass and were then redeveloped 

as a testing of IDAX. In addition, the object class assocs 

was developed using IDAX, and this development will be used as 

a sample session with IDAX during the rest of this chapter. 

Note that not all of the commands available in IDAX are 
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demonstrated (this would be a paper in itself), but are listed 

in appendix E. The results of the development for all of the 

containers are given in appendices A, B, C, and D. 

This container hierarchy allows IDAX to hold the data for 

several different objects at a time. The data is added to the 

system by parsing the syntax of an object and storing each new 

(or local) operation in the appropriately named container, as 

well as the operations container. Then each inherited 

operation is added solely to the operations container. After 

the operations have been stored in the proper containers, each 

argument type and each range type is added to the set type-

names. Then each operation is associated with its range in 

the function instance, types. Finally, the new class name is 

added to the function instance, class-names, where it is 

associated with the non-plural version of its name. (ie: 

assocs is associated with assoc) . The user is not given 

access to the containers: type-names, types, and class-names. 

Each class from which the added class imports is 

essential to the development of the axioms and tests for the 

class. So, all classes listed in the import-from variable are 

also added to the system. If the class name or any of the 

class names in the import-from list are not in memory, a fatal 

error occurs and the class will not be added to the system. 

Since the syntax files should include the need-one-of commands 

for a class, all that needs to be done before adding a class 
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load the syntax file into memory. For example, the adding of 

class assocs is shown in the first part of our sample IDAX 

session: 

>(load "assocs.syn") 
class containers has been loaded 
class sets has been loaded 
class relations has been loaded 
class assocs has been loaded 
>(add-cl 'assocs) 
Adding class assocs to the system 
Adding class relations to the system 
Adding class sets to the system 
OK. 
OK. 
OK. 
>(is-member-cl 'assocs) 
#t 
>(ups-cl 'assocs) 
new 
add 
>(ops-cl 'assocs) 
add 
remove 
is-in? 
assoc-with-name? 
assoc-with-class? 
view 
is-not-in? 
replace 
new 
empty? 
show 
> 

Merely having a place to store the data was not enough to 

allow the user to work with the objects in parallel. What now 

had to be done was to convert the AXClass software to the new 

data storage techniques. To provide the commands used above, 

and others like them, all that needed to be changed was where 

and how the routines and subroutines got the data they were 

seeking. However, where the axioms were involved, drastic 
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changes became necessary. 

Previously, the axiom names had been made into global 

variables with values equal to the list (=(lhs) (rhs)). To 

type check an axiom, an entire grammar, based on all of the 

operations for a class, as well as those imported from other 

classes, was generated and placed into the user-initial-

environment. An expression could be evaluated by calling back 

and forth amongst the phrase routines until all that remained 

of the expression was its resulting type. Converting this 

over to the new data storage system involved the changing not 

only of how every routine was called and accessed data, but 

also how they were generated from the data. 

Once the syntax for an object has been added to the 

system, axioms and definitions can be loaded or created for 

the object. When axioms are created they are arranged in the 

format: 

(AXIOM name class (= (lhs)(rhs))) 

so that they too are in the general format of an AXClass 

operation, with range equal to the symbol AXIOM. Definitions 

are arranged similarly, but with a range of DEFINITION. The 

continuation of the IDAX session shows the generation of 

axioms for the class assocs. At this point, we will assume 

that the axiom left hand sides were written to a .ax file by 

the write-axdefs-cl command and then text edited before being 

checked. Then, in a later section, we will discuss the 
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incremental development of the axioms and definitions. 

>(make-axdefs-cl 'assocs) 
• • • • 

OK. 
>(axdefs-cl 'assocs) 
remove-on-add is in the system 
is-in?-on-add is in the system 
assoc-with-name?-on-add is in the system 
assoc-with-class?-on-add is in the system 
view-on-add is in the system 
empt.y?-on-add is in the system 
show-on-add is in the system 
remove-on-new is in the system 
is-in?-on-new is in the system 
assoc-with-name?-on-new is in the system 
assoc-with-class?-on-new is in the system 
view-on-new is in the system 
is-not-in?-def is in the system 
>(write-axdefs-cl 'assocs) 
OK. 

>(load "assocs.ax") 
• • • 

OK. 
>(check-cl 'assocs) 
Checking remove-on-add for class assocs. 
OK. 

Checking is-not-in?-def for class assocs. 
OK. 

> 

Suggestions for a test plan can be created by IDAX using 

the logic employed by AXClass, however, instead of printing 

the results to a file, IDAX forces the data into a format 

similar to that of an axiom or definition: 

(TEST name class (suggestion) (plan)) 

The name of a test plan is simply the name of the axiom for 

which the suggestion was generated. The plan of a test is the 

actual test sequence used to test the axiom for which the 

suggestion was made. Here it is important to realize that 
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plan may be made up of more than one test inside a begin 

block. 

Since tests had previously only been printed to a file 

and never held in memory, entire new routines had to be made 

to accommodate the generation of the data structures to be 

added to the container tests. This was done, in addition to, 

the changing of existing programs to return lists, rather than 

print to files. Once again, let us turn to our on going IDAX 

session to generate the tests for the class assocs: 

>(tests-cl 'assocs) 
0 
>(make-tests-cl 'assocs) 
• • • 

OK. 
>(tests-cl 'assocs) 
remove-on-add 
is-in?-on-add 
assoc-with-name?-on-add 
assoc-with-class?-on-add 
view-on-add 
empty?-on-add 
show-on-add 
remove-on-new 
is-in?-on-new 
assoc-with-name?-on-new 
assoc-with-class?-on-new 
view-on-new 
is-not-in?-def 

When all of the changes had been made, almost every 

routine used by Axclass to work with syntax, axioms, and test 

were changed or completely rewritten, and new routines had 

been created. Only the lowest levels of Axclass - that part 

supplementing the OOPS environment - was unchanged. This 

rewriting of the Axclass software was well worth the effort 
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however, since now several object classes could be held in 

memory and manipulated independently by the user at will. At 

this point, the first goal had been met and a positive 

contribution made. To take the next step and provide 

incremental development within an object, as well as, within 

a hierarchy would take more than a refurbishing of already 

existent software. 

Object Abstraction Leads to Incremental Object Development 

To this point, our running example of the development of 

the object class, assocs, using IDAX has shown little 

improvement over that done by AXClass. It is important to 

realize that, at any point we could start working with 

relations or sets which have also been added to the system, or 

add another class to the system and work with it. This is a 

vast improvement, but the general development techniques have 

not changed for that of AXClass. As the last section 

discussed the stretching of AXClass abilities, this section 

describes the contribution of new development techniques made 

by IDAX. 

AXClass was been built around concepts based at the class 

level. Those concepts had to be moved back one step in 

abstraction to see how they applied to operations and axioms 

in and of themselves. The first step was to see that the set 

of tests generated for a class is the union of the sets of 

tests made for each operation; and the set of tests for each 
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operation is the union of the sets of tests generated for 

axioms involving the cross product of the operation with other 

operations. Finally, the test set generated for each axiom is 

derived from a single suggestion made specifically for the 

axiom. The following figure demonstrates this relationship. 

object 

—> ope ration 1 

-> operation2 

!—> operationN 

->axiom2.1 > test suggestion.1 

—> axiom2.2 > test suggestion2.2 

—> axiom2.N > test suggestion2.N 

Figure 4. Information Path from Syntax to Test Suggestion. 

Thus we see that operations come from objects, axioms 

come from operations, and test suggestions come from 

axioms. Since IDAX stores each operation individually, it is 

possible to make the axioms or definitions for that operation 

by multiplying it by an appropriate set of other operations. 

If it is an up-building operation, then it needs to be 

multiplied by all of the down-building operations and all of 

the query operations associated with the same class. If it is 

a down-building or query operation, then it needs to be 

multiplied by all of the up-building operations associated 
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with the same class. If it is a defined-operation it need not 

be multiplied. 

We can tell what kind an operation it is by checking to 

see if it is a member of any of the containers: up-building, 

down-building, queries, or def-ops. If it is not a member of 

any of these containers but is a member of the container 

operations, it is an operation inherited from the object's 

super-class. 

>(kind-op 'add 'assocs) 
UP-BUILDING 
>(kind-op 'new 'assocs) 
INHERITED 
>(kind-op 'asdf 'assocs) 
NOT-AN-OPERATION 

> 

We do not want to make the axioms for an inherited 

operation, but rather want to make the axioms for only the new 

operations by cross multiplying them with the appropriate set 

of operations containing both new and inherited operations. 

For this reason, the inherited operations are only added to 

the container, operations - so they are in the system and 

recognized by the system, but not changed or manipulated by 

the system. Since IDAX stores operations individually, we can 

create a link between a single operation and the axioms or 

definition associated with it. This can be done by 

determining its type and multiplying it with the same set, the 

set of its kind would normally be cross multiplied with. 

>(axdefs-op 'remove 'assocs) 
remove-on-add is in the system 
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remove-on-new is in the system 

>(axdefs-op 'is-not-in? 'assocs) 
is-not-in?-def is in the system 
>(check-op 'remove 'assocs) 
Checking remove-on-add for class assocs. 
OK. 
Checking remove-on-new for class assocs. 
OK. 

> 

Once this link between operations and axioms is made, we 

are able to incrementally specify the operations of an object, 

for if we remove an operation - the axioms linked to it are 

also removed, and if we change or add a new operation we are 

capable of changing or making the left hand sides of all 

linked axioms. 

>(add-op 'query '(item range-of? assoc name class)) 
OK. 
>(is-op? 'range-of?) 
#t 
>(kind-op? 'range-of? 'assocs) 
'QUERY 
>(axdefs-op 'range-of? 'assocs) 
range-of?-on-add is not in the system 
range-of?-on-new is not in the system 
>(make-axdefs-op 'range-op? 'assocs) 
OK. 
>(axdefs-op 'range-of? 'assocs) 
range-of?-on-add is in the system 
range-of?-on-new is in the system 

The next step is to provide the link between axioms and 

tests. This link is nearly transparent and easily formed. 

Taken together, the left and right hand sides of the axiom 

provide enough information to diagnose the type of situation, 

from which a recommendation can be made. Since the axioms and 

definitions are stored individually, we can create a test plan 
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suggestion for a single axiom or definition by accessing only 

its data. 

>(is-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
#t 
>(kind-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
AXIOM 
>(lhs-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
(range-of? (new assocl) namel classl) 
>(set-rhs-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs 

'(signal empty1)) 
OK. 
>(rhs-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
(signal empty!) 
>(check-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
Checking range-of?-on-new for class assocs 
OK. 
>(is-test 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
#f 
>(recommend-test-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
For range-of?-on-new: use Testl with 1 case(s): (signal 
empty1) 
>(is-test 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
#t 
>(check-test 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
Testing range-of?-on-new for class assocs. 
Test range-of?-on-new for class assocs 
has not yet be set. 
>(test-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
Testing range-of?-on-new for class assocs. 
range-of?-on-new for class assocs 
has not yet be set. 
>(check-op 'range-of? 'assocs) 
Checking range-of?-on-add for class assocs. 
LHS has type 
item 
RHS has type 
undefined type 

Checking range-of?-on-new for class assocs. 
OK. 
>(test-op 'range-of? 'assocs) 
Testing range-of?-on-add for class assocs. 
range-of?-on-add for class assocs 
is not currently a test in the system. 

Testing range-of?-on-new for class assocs. 
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range-of?-on-new for class assocs 
has not yet be set. 
>(set-test 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs '(begin 
(testl "TEST SEQUENCE #1" 
((mk-ent-quiet assocs a) 
(send a range-of?) 

) 
"empty!" 
) 

)) 
OK. 
>(test-axdef 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
Testing range-of?-on-new for class assocs. 
TEST SEQUENCE #1 
SEQUENCE: ((mk-ent-quiet assocs a) (send a range-of?)) 

VAL: "empty!" 
TEST SATISFIED. 

By making these linkages, we now have a foundation on 

which a much broader platform can be built. For example, 

since we can individually access each test suggestion, we can 

work on changing and checking a specific test plan connected 

to an individual axiom. Since we have individual access to 

axioms we can change, type check, or test any given axiom, and 

allow the changes made to propagate down to the test level by 

deleting any test linked to the changed axiom. Since we have 

individual access to operations, we can change, type check, or 

test an individual operation by manipulating the operation, 

the axioms linked to it, and the tests linked to those axioms. 

To test an object class is to test all of its operations - is 

to test all of the axioms associated with each operation - is 

to execute the test plan associated with each axiom. IDAX has 

now accomplished its second goal by working at another level 
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of abstraction where, the individual operations, axioms, 

definitions, and tests are objects associated with a name and 

object class. 

Correcting the Specification of Object Axioms 

At this point, let us discuss how the axiom set for a 

class object is made, since this presented some problems in 

Axclass. ID AX generates a set of axioms by creating the 

axioms associated with each of its new up-building, down-

building, and query operations. This method creates some 

overlap in axioms investigated. The axioms generated by the 

new up-building operations will include those specific to a 

cross multiplication with the new down-building and query 

operations. When the axioms are generated for the new down-

building and query operations they too will include a cross 

multiplication with the new up-building operations. Take for 

instance, a child object with (Add) as a new up-building 

operation and (Remove) as a new down-building operation. The 

axiom set for Add then includes Remove-on-Add, as does the 

axiom set for Remove. 

This overlap could be a serious problem, if making the 

axdefs (axioms and definitions) for an operation automatically 

erased or wrote over previous axioms. Consider: 

You have provided the axiom right hand sides for all the 
axioms associated with the operation (Add), then you had 
ID AX generate test suggestions for each axiom, and now 
you have just finished writing and verifying your test 
plan for operation (Add). Now you decide to work on 
operation (Remove). To start you have IDAX make the 
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axiom left hand sides for the operation. 

If IDAX automatically overwrites already existing axioms 

associated with the operation remove, you will lose the right 

hand side of axiom Remove-on-Add, and because of the change 

propagating to the tests, you will also lose the test plan 

associated with the axiom Remove-on-Add. Since one of our 

major goals was to promote such incremental development, IDAX 

provides a way around this unpleasant problem. If the 

commands make-axdefs-(suffix) are used, then any existing 

axioms encountered are left unchanged. If the user wishes to 

overwrite previous axioms, the commands remake-axdefs-(suffix) 

are provided. 

Since axioms are made at the operation level, the problem 

of missing a section of behavior is eliminated, but this 

overlapping can still be a nuisance when type checking or 

testing an object class. It may have been necessary to 

provide a complete axiom set for the class, but it would be 

tedious to wait for the same axiom to be checked twice or 

tested twice without need. Because of this IDAX uses another 

method to check and/or test class objects other than working 

with each operation associated with the class. Instead, it 

first generates a list of axiom names associated with all of 

the operations for the object, then removes multiple 

occurrences and proceeds to work at the axiom level. 

IDAX'8 User Interface 
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The third goal of IDAX was to provide a consistent and 

uniform user interface. The goal was met by providing a 

buffer layer of routines between the user and the containers 

storing the data. We have used several of the commands in the 

example development of the assocs object class, but all 

together there are almost 70 commands. A complete list of 

IDAX commands and their usage is given in appendix E. Note 

that a uniformity is maintained: all commands dealing with 

tests end in -test, and those at other levels have similar 

suffixes (-sys,-cl,-op,-axdef). Also, some commands are made 

available at more than one level and the spelling is 

consistent on each level with the operation performed. The 

one exception is check-test which runs the test plan specified 

by the given test, at other levels this operations is 

associated with the command, test-(suffix) (such as in test-

op which tests the given operation). This was done because 

the unseemly command test-test seemed a bit contrived. The 

just under 70 commands made available to the user, give them 

more power for the effort. Many of the commands don't 

translate directly to methods for the container hierarchy but 

are programs in their own right that take advantage of the 

container data system. 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

While IDAX fixes the only problem currently in AXClass 

and expands the boundaries of the Axclass foundation, it too 

is not a final product. Below is a list of suggested 

additions to IDAX: 

1. Inheritance is still a bit of a problem for IDAX. 

Its limitations can be worked around, but a much more powerful 

tool could be made by providing two more inheritance tools 

inside IDAX. IDAX should be made to allow the user to 

redefine an inherited operation as a local operation. 

Currently, the system will not allow for the removal of an 

inherited operation (which is good), and the replace-op relies 

on remove-op to first dispose of an operation before a new 

operation is added by add-op (which is bad). Also, if both 

the parent and child objects are in the system, a change to a 

parent operation should show up in the child, currently it has 

no effect. Either of these problems can currently be side

stepped outside of the system inside a text editor, when next 

loaded the changes will be in effect. 

2. One more step in abstraction could be taken by 

associating individual tests with an axiom rather than a 

suggestion and a test plan. Note that if multiple test are 

required by an axiom, they are contained in order inside a 

begin block rather than as individual test. (See Appendix D). 

3. An actual user's shell should be developed to help 
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ease the use of the system and prepare for a possible 

graphical user interface that will make the tool both a 

powerful and appealing development system. 

4. While the individual containers making up the IDAX 

system have been fully tested using the up/down axiom 

specification method (using IDAX), IDAX itself, as an object 

has not been tested in this rigorous method. The commands 

given in appendix E. could be seen as operations to the IDAX 

object, and could therefore, be separated in to up-building, 

down-building, query, and defined operations allowing the 

axiom specification and testing of IDAX within IDAX. 

Each of these limitations can be worked around, and IDAX, 

as it currently stands, contributes a strong and robust CASE 

tool for the automation of test plan generation in an OOPS 

environment. Its ability to read operation definitions from 

a simple and straight-forward syntax, and then treat the 

operations, axioms, and test derived from the syntax as 

individual objects within the system, provides an environment 

conducive to incremental development at each level of 

abstraction, and the possibility for in-line testing of the 

operations and objects as they are developed. 



APPENDIX A: 

SYNTAX LISTINGS FOR ABSTRACT CONTAINER HIERARCHY 
PLUS IDAX ASSOCS 

.•OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS CONTAINERS 

(define-class containers 
(class-vars 
(ups '( 
(container new container) 
(container add container item) 
)) 

(downs '()) 
(qus '( 
(bool empty? container) 
)) 

(defs '()) 
(import-from '()) 
(allups '()) 
(alldowns '()) 
(allqus '()) 
(alldefs '()) 
(imports '()) 
) 

(instance-vars 
(items '()) 
) 

(super-class entities) 
) 

(inherit-all containers) 
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.•OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS STACKS: 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 

(define-class stacks 
(class-vars 
(ups '()) 
(downs '( 
(stack remove stack) 
)) 

(qus '( 
(item top? stack) 
)) 

(defs '( 
(item pop stack) 
(stack push stack item) 
)) 

(import-from '()) 
) 

(instance-vars) 
(super-class containers) 
) 

(inherit-all stacks) 



.•OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS QUEUES: 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 

(define-class queues 
(class-vars 
(ups '()) 
(downs '( 
(queue remove queue) 
)) 

(qus '( 
(item top? queue) 
)) 

(defs '( 
)) 

(import-from '()) 
) 

(instance-vars) 
(super-class containers) 
) 

(inherit-all queues) 
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:OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS SETS: 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 

(define-class sets 
(class-vars 
(ups '( 
(set add set item) 
)) 

(downs '( 
(set remove set item) 
)) 

(qus '( 
(bool is-in? set item) 
)) 

(defs '( 
(bool is-not-in? set item) 
)) 

(import-from '()) 
) 

(instance-vars) 
(super-class containers) 
) 

(inherit-all sets) 
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;OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS RELATIONS; 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 
(need-one-of sets.syn) 

(define-class relations 
(class-vars 
(ups '( 
(relation add relation key item) 
)) 

(downs '( 
(relation remove relation key item) 
(relation remove-all relation key) 
)) 

(qus '( 
(item assoc? relation key) 
(set assoc-all? relation key) 
(bool is-in? relation key) 
)) 

(defs '( 
(bool is-not-in? relation key) 
)) 

(import-from '(sets)) 
) 

(instance-vars) 
(super-class containers) 
) 

(inherit-all relations) 
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.•OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS FUNCTIONS; 

(need-one-of relations.syn) 

(define-class functions 
(class-vars 
(ups '( 

)) 
(downs '()) 
(qus '()) 
(defs '( 
(function add function key item) 
(function replace function key item item) 
)) 

(import-from '()) 
) 

(instance-vars) 
(super-class relations) 
) 

(inherit-all functions) 
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:OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS MSETS: 

(need-one-of sets.syn) ; for msets.l this would be 
functions.syn 

(define-class msets 
(class-vars 
(ups '()) 
(downs '( 
(mset remove mset item) 
)) 

(qus '( 
(num number-of? mset item) 
)) 

(defs '( 
(mset remove-all-of mset item) 
)) 

(import-from '()) 
) 

(instance-vars) 
(super-class sets) ; for msets.l this would be functions 
) 

(inherit-all msets) 
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;OBJECT SYNTAX FOR CLASS ASSOCS: 

(need-one-of containers.syn) 
(need-one-of relations.syn) 

(define-class assocs 
(class-vars 
(ups '( 
(assoc add assoc range name class args) 
)) 

(downs '( 
(assoc remove assoc name class) 
)) 

(qus '( 
(bool is-in? assoc name class) 
(set assoc-with-name? assoc name) 
(set assoc-with-class? assoc class) 
(item view assoc name class) 
(range range-of? assoc name class) 
(args args-of? assoc name class) 
)) 

(defs '( 
(bool is-not-in? assoc name class) 
(assoc replace assoc name class range name class args) 
)) 

(import-from '(relations)) 
) 

(instance-vars 
(items '()) 
(opnames (make-instance relations)) 
(opclasses (make-instance relations)) 
) 

(super-class containers) 
) 
(inherit-all assocs) 



APPENDIX B: 

IMPLEMENTATION FOR ABSTRACT CONTAINER HIERARCY 
PLUS IDAX ASSOCS 

.•OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS CONTAINERS; 

(define-method containers (add item) 
(set! items (cons item items)) 
items 
) 

(define-method containers (empty?) 
(null? items) 
) 

(define-method containers (show) 
items) 
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.•OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS STACKS: 

(need-one-of containers.s) 

(define-method stacks (remove) 
(if (not (null? items)) 
(set! items (cdr items)) 
) 

items 
) 

(define-method stacks (top?) 
(if (null? items) 
"empty!11 
(car items) 
) 

) 

(define-method stacks (push item) 
(send self add item) 
) 

(define-method stacks (pop) 
(let ((temp (send self head?))) 
(send self remove) 
temp 
) 

) 
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:OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS QUEUES! 

(need-one-of containers.s) 

(define-method queues (remove) 
(if (not (null? items)) 
(set! items (reverse (cdr (reverse items)))) 
) 

items 
) 

(define-method queues (top?) 
(if (null? items) 
"empty!" 
(car (last-pair items)) 
) 

) 
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••OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS SETS; 

(need-one-of containers.s) 

(borrow add containers sets) 
(define-method sets (add item) 
(if (send self is-in? item) 
items 
(send-using-class containers self add item) 
)) 

(define-method sets (is-in? item) 
(if (member item items) 
#t 
if 
) 

) 

(define-method sets (is-not-in? item) 
(not (send self is-in? item)) 
) 

(define-method sets (remove item) 
(if (not (null? items)) 
(set! items (clean 
(map 
(lambda(it) (if (not (equal? item it)) it)) 
items 
) 

))) 
items 
) 
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rOBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS MSETS (ORIGINAL VERSION): 

(need-one-of sets.s) 

(define-method msets (number-of? item) 
(let loop ((rem items) (counter 0)) 
(cond 
((null? rem) 
counter) 

((equal? (car rem) item) 
(loop (cdr rem) (+1 counter))) 

(else 
(loop (cdr rem) counter)) 

) 
) 

) 

(define-method msets (remove item) 
(let loop ((rem items) (result '())) 
(cond 
((null? rem) 
(set! items result)) 

((equal? (car rem) item) 
(set! items (append (cdr rem) result))) 

(else 
(loop (cdr rem) (cons (car rem) result))) 

) 
) 

items 
) 

(borrow remove sets msets) 
(define-method msets (remove-all-of item) 
(send-using-class sets self remove item) 
) 
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:OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS RELATIONS: 

(need-one-of containers.s) 
(need-one-of sets.s) 

(borrow add containers relations) 
(define-method relations (add key value) 
(send-using-class containers self add (list key value)) 
) 

(define-method relations (remove key item) 
(if (send self is-in? key) 
(let loop ((rel items) (result '())) 
(cond 
((null? rel) 
(set! items result)) 

((and (equal? (car (car rel)) key) (equal? (cadr (car 
rel)) item)) 

(set! items (append result (cdr rel)))) 
(else 
(loop (cdr rel) (cons (car rel) result))) 
) 

) 
) 

items 
) 

(define-method relations (remove-all key) 
(if (send self is-in? key) 
(let loop ((rel items) (result '())) 
(cond 
((null? rel) 
(set! items result)) 

((equal? (car (car rel)) key) 
(set! items (append result (cdr rel)))) 

(else 
(loop (cdr rel) (cons (car rel) result))) 
) 

) 
) 

items 
) 

(define-method relations (assoc? key) 
(let loop ((rel items)) 
(cond 
((null? rel) 
'()) 

((equal? (caar rel) key) 
(cadr (car rel))) 



(else 
(loop (cdr rel))) 

) 
)) 

(define-method relations (assoc-all? key) 
(let loop ((rel items) (result (make-instance sets))) 
(cond 
((null? rel) 
result) 

((equal? (car (car rel)) key) 
(send result add (cadr (car rel))) 
(loop (cdr rel) result)) 

(else 
(loop (cdr rel) result)) 

) 
)) 

(define-method relations (is-in? key) 
(if (send self assoc? key) 
it 
#f 
) 

) 

(define-method relations (is-in? key) 
(not (send self is-in? key)) 
) 



.•OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS FUNCTIONS; 
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(need-one-of relations.s) 

(borrow add relations functions) 
(define-method functions (add key item) 
(if (send self is-not-in? key) 
(send-using-class relations self add key item) 
) 

) 

(borrow remove relations functions) ;;needed to help msets 
(borrow add functions functions) ;;needed to help msets 
(define-method functions (replace key item) 
(if (send self is-in? key) 
(begin 
(send-using-class relations self remove key (send self 

assoc? key)) 
(send-using-class functions self add key item) 
) 

(send-using-class functions self add key item) 
) 

items 
) 
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;OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS MSETS (VERSION 1); 

(need-one-of functions.s) 

(borrow add relations msets) 
(define-method msets (add item) 
(if (send self is-in? item) 
(send self replace item (+ (send self number-of? item) 1)) 
(send-using-class relations self add item 1) 
) 

) 

(borrow remove relations msets) 
(define-method msets (remove item) 
(if (null? items) (error name "underflow")) 
(if (= (send self number-of? item) 0) 
"item not in set" 
(begin 
(send self replace item (- (send self number-of? item) 

U> 
(if (= (send self number-of? item) 0) 
(send-using-class relations self remove item) 
)) 

) 
items 
) 

(define-method msets (number-of? item) 
(if (send self is-not-in? item) 
0 
(send self assoc? item) 
) 

) 

(define-method msets (remove-all-of item) 
(if (send self is-in? item) 
(begin 
(send self remove item) 
(send self remove-all-of item) 
) 

items 
) 

) 
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:OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION FOR CLASS ASSOCS; 

(need-one-of conta iners.s) 
(need-one-of relations.s) 

(define-method assocs (view n c) 
(let loop ( 

(lstl (send (send opnames assoc-all? n) show)) 
(lst2 (send (send opclasses assoc-all? c) show)) 
) 

(cond 
((null? lstl) '()) 
((member (car lstl) lst2) (car lstl)) 
(else (loop (cdr lstl) lst2)) 
))) 

(define-method assocs (args-of? n c) 
(let ((item (send self view n c))) 
(if (not (null? item)) 
(cdddr item) 
'() 

))) 

(define-method assocs (range-of? n c) 
(let ((item (send self view n c))) 
(if (not (null? item)) 
(car item) 
'() 

))) 

(define-method assocs (add item) 
(cond 
((< (length item) 3) 
(display "Error: add of improper association -> ") 
(display item) 
(newline) 
) 

((send self is-in? (cadr item) (caddr item)) 
(display "Association ") 
(display item) 
(display " already exists. ") 
(newline) 
) 

(else 
(send opnames add (cadr item) item) 
(let ((cl-nm (symbol-append (caddr item) 's))) 
(send opclasses add cl-nm item) 
) 

(set! items (cons item items)) 
))) 
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(define-method assocs (is-in? name cl) 
(let loop ( 

(lstl (send (send opnames assoc-all? name) show)) 
(lst2 (send (send opclasses assoc-all? cl) show)) 
) 

(cond 
((null? lstl) #F ) 
((member (car lstl) lst2) #T ) 
(else (loop (cdr lstl) lst2)) 
))) 

(define-method assocs (is-not-in? name cl) 
(not (send self is-in? name cl)) 
) 

(define-method assocs (remove name cl) 
(cond 
((send self is-not-in? name cl) 
items 
) 

(else 
(let loop ((rem items) (result '())) 
(cond 
((null? rem) 
(set! items result) 
) 

((and (equal? name (cadr (car rem))) 
(equal? cl (symbol-append (caddr (car rem)) 

's)) 
) 

(send opnames remove name (car rem)) 
(send opclasses remove cl (car rem)) 
(loop (cdr rem) result) 
) 

(else 
(loop (cdr rem) (cons (car rem) result)) 
)))))) 

(define-method assocs (replace name cl item) 
(if (and (not (send self empty?)) 

(send self is-in? name cl)) 
(send self remove name cl) 
) 

(send self add item) 
) 

(define-method assocs (assoc-with-name? name) 
(send opnames assoc-all? name) 
) 



(define-method assocs (assoc-with-class? cl) 
(send opclasses assoc-all? cl) 
) 



APPENDIX C: 

AXIOM AND DEFINITION LISTING FOR ABSTRACT 
CONTAINER HIERARCHY PLUS IDAX ASSOCS 

.•AXIOMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS CONTAINERS 

(begin 
(send axioms remove 'empty?-on-add 'containers) 
(send tests remove 'empty?-on-add 'containers) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom empty?-on-add container 
(= (empty? (add containerl iteml)) 

(F))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'show-on-add 'containers) 
(send tests remove 'show-on-add 'containers) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom show-on-add container 
(= (show (add containerl iteml)) 

(list-of-items))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'empty?-on-new 'containers) 
(send tests remove 'empty?-on-new 'containers) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom empty?-on-new container 
(= (empty? (new containerl)) 

( T ) ) )  

) 
(send axioms remove 'show-on-new 'containers) 
(send tests remove 'show-on-new 'containers) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom show-on-new container 
(= (show (new containerl)) 

(list-null))) 
) 

) 
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.•AXIOMS AND DEFINTIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS STACKS 

(begin 
(send axioms remove 'remove-on-new 'stacks) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-new 'stacks) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-new stack 
(= (remove (new stackl)) 

(signal empy!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'top?-on-new 'stacks) 
(send tests remove 'top?-on-new 'stacks) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom top?-on-new stack 
(= (top? (new stackl)) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-on-add 'stacks) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'stacks) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-add stack 
(= (remove (add stackl iteml)) 

(stackl))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'top?-on-add 'stacks) 
(send tests remove 'top?-on-add 'stacks) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom top?-on-add stack 
(= (top? (add stackl iteml)) 

(iteml))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'pop-def 'stacks) 
(send tests remove 'pop-def 'stacks) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom pop-def stack 
(= (pop stackl) 

(top? stackl))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'push-def 'stacks) 
(send tests remove 'push-def 'stacks) 
(send axioms add 
'(definition push-def stack 
(= (push stackl iteml) 

(add stackl iteml))) 
) 

) 



.•AXIOMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS QUEUES 

(begin 
(send axioms remove 'remove-on-new 'queues) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-new 'queues) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-new queue 
(= (remove (new queuel)) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'top?-on-new 'queues) 
(send tests remove 'top?-on-new 'queues) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom top?-on-new queue 
(= (top? (new queuel)) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-on-add 'queues) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'queues) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-add queue 
(= (remove (add queuel iteml)) 

(if (empty? queuel) 
(then queuel) 
(else (add (remove queuel) iteml))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'top?-on-add 'queues) 
(send tests remove 'top?-on-add 'queues) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom top?-on-add queue 
(= (top? (add queuel iteml)) 

(if (empty? queuel) 
(then iteml) 
(else (top? queuel))))) 

) 
) 
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.•AXIOMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS SETS 

(begin 
(send axioms remove 'remove-on-new 'sets) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-new 'sets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-new set 
(= (remove (new setl) iteml) 

(signal empy!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'show-on-add 'sets) 
(send tests remove 'show-on-add 'sets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom show-on-add set 
(= (show (add setl iteml)) 

(list-of-items))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'empty?-on-add 'sets) 
(send tests remove 'empty?-on-add 'sets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom empty?-on-add set 
(= (empty? (add setl iteml)) 

(F))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-on-add 'sets) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'sets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-add set 
(= (remove (add setl iteml) item2) 

(if (equal? iteml item2) 
(then (remove setl item2)) 
(else (add (remove setl item2) iteml))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'is-in?-on-new 'sets) 
(send tests remove 'is-in?-on-new 'sets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom is-in?-on-new set 
(= (is-in? (new setl) iteml) 

(F))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'is-in?-on-add 'sets) 
(send tests remove 'is-in?-on-add 'sets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom is-in?-on-add set 
(= (is-in? (add setl iteml) item2) 

(if (equal? iteml item2) 
(then T) 
(else (is-in? setl item2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'is-not-in?-def 'sets) 
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(send tests remove 'is-not-in?-def 'sets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom is-not-in?-def set 
(= (is-not-in? setl iteml) 

(not is-in? setl iteml))) 
) 

) 



:AXIOMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS RELATIONS 
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(begin 
(send axioms remove 'empty?-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'empty?-on-add 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom empty?-on-add relation 
(= (empty? (add relationl keyl iteml)) 

(F))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'show-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'show-on-add 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom show-on-add relation 
(= (show (add relationl keyl iteml)) 

(list-of-items))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-all-on-new 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'remove-all-on-new 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-all-on-new relation 
(= (remove-all (new relationl) keyl) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'is-in?-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'is-in?-on-add 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom is-in?-on-add relation 
(= (is-in? (add relationl keyl iteml) key2) 

(if (equal? keyl key2) 
(then T) 
(else (is-in? relationl key2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'is-in?-on-new 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'is-in?-on-new 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom is-in?-on-new relation 
(= (is-in? (new relationl) keyl) 

(F))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'assoc-all?-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'assoc-all?-on-add 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc-all?-on-add relation 
(= (assoc-all? (add relationl keyl iteml) key2) 

(if (equal? keyl key2) 
(then (add (assoc-all? relationl key2) iteml)) 
(else (assoc-all? relationl key2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'assoc?-on-new 'relations) 
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(send tests remove 'assoc?-on-new 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc?-on-new relation 
(= (assoc? (new relationl) keyl) 

(item:null))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'assoc-all?-on-new 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'assoc-all?-on-new 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc-all?-on-new relation 
(= (assoc-all? (new relationl) keyl) 

(set:null))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-all-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'remove-all-on-add 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-all-on-add relation 
(= (remove-all (add relationl keyl iteml) key2) 

(if (equal? keyl key2) 
(then (remove-all relationl key2)) 
(else (add (remove-all relationl key2) keyl 

iteml))))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-on-new 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-new 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-new relation 
(= (remove (new relationl) keyl iteml) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-add relation 
(= (remove (add relationl keyl iteml) key2 item2) 

(if (and (equal? keyl key2) (equal? iteml item2)) 
(then relationl) 
(else (add (remove relationl key2 item2) keyl 

iteml))))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'assoc?-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests remove 'assoc?-on-add 'relations) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc?-on-add relation 
(= (assoc? (add relationl keyl iteml) key2) 

(if (equal? keyl key2) 
(then iteml) 
(else (assoc? relationl key2))))) 

) 
(send definitions remove 'is-not-in?-def 'relations) 



(send tests remove 'is-not-in?-def 'relations) 
(send definitions add 
'(axiom is-not-in?-def relation 
(= (is-not-in? relationl keyl) 

(not (is-in? relationl keyl)))) 
) 

) 



:AXIOMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS FUNCTIONS 

(begin 
(send definitions remove 'add-def 'functions) 
(send tests remove 'add-def 'functions) 
(send definitions add 
'(definition add-def function 
(= (add functionl keyl iteml) 

(if (is-in? functionl keyl) 
(then (signal already-exisits)) 
(else function:add-using-containers) 
))) 

) 

(send definitions remove 'replace-def 'functions) 
(send tests remove 'replace-def 'functions) 
(send definitions add 
.'(definition replace-def function 
(= (replace functionl keyl iteml item2) 

(add (remove functionl keyl iteml) keyl item2))) 
) 

) 



;AXIOMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS MSETS 

(begin 
(send axioms remove 'remove-on-add 'msets) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'msets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-add mset 
(= (remove (add msetl iteml) item2) 

(if (equal? iteml item2) 
(then msetl) 
(else (add (remove msetl item2) iteml))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'remove-on-new 'msets) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-new 'msets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-new mset 
(= (remove (new msetl) iteml) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'number-of?-on-add 'msets) 
(send tests remove 'number-of?-on-add 'msets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom number-of?-on-add mset 
(= (number-of? (add msetl iteml) item2) 

(if (equal? iteml item2) 
(then (fn + 1 (number-of? msetl item2))) 
(else (number-of? msetl item2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'number-of?-on-new 'msets) 
(send tests remove 'number-of?-on-new 'msets) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom number-of?-on-new mset 
(= (number-of? (new msetl) iteml) 

( 0 ) ) )  
) 

(send definitions remove 'remove-all-of-def 'msets) 
(send tests remove 'remove-all-of-def 'msets) 
(send definitions add 
'(axiom remove-all-of-def mset 
(= (remove-all-of msetl iteml) 

(remove msetl:for:number-of?-iteml iteml))) 
) 

) 



;AXIOMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR OBJECT CLASS ASSOCS 

(begin 
(send axioms remove 'args-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'args-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom args-of?-on-new assoc 
(= (args-of? (new assocl) namel classl) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'range-of?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom range-of?-on-new assoc 
(= (range-of? (new assocl) namel classl) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'view-on-new 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'view-on-new 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom view-on-new assoc 
(= (view (new assocl) namel classl) 

(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'assoc-with-class?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'assoc-with-class?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc-with-class?-on-new assoc 
(= (assoc-with-class? (new assocl) classl) 

(set:empty))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'assoc-with-name?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'assoc-with-name?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc-with-name?-on-new assoc 
(= (assoc-with-name? (new assocl) namel) 

(set:empty))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'is-in?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'is-in?-on-new 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom is-in?-on-new assoc 
(= (is-in? (new assocl) namel classl) 

(F))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-on-new 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-new 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-new assoc 
(= (remove (new assocl) namel classl) 
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(signal empty!))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'remove-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom remove-on-add assoc 
(= (remove (add assocl rangel namel classl argsl) name2 

class2) 
(if (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) 
(then assocl) 
(else (add (remove assocl name2 class2) rangel namel 

classl argsl))))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'show-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'show-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom show-on-add assoc 
(= (show (add assocl rangel namel classl argsl)) 

(list-of-items))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'empty?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'empty?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom empty?-on-add assoc 
(= (empty? (add assocl rangel namel classl argsl)) 

(F))) 
) 

(send axioms remove 'is-in?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'is-in?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom is-in?-on-add assoc 
(= (is-in? (add assocl rangel namel classl argsl) name2 

class2) 
(if (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) 
(then T) 
(else (is-in? assocl name2 class2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'assoc-with-name?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'assoc-with-name?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc-with-name?-on-add assoc 
(= (assoc-with-name? (add assocl rangel namel classl 

argsl) name2) 
(if (equal? namel name2) 
(then (add (assoc-with-name? assocl name2) 

item:rangel:namel:classl:argsl)) 
(else (assoc-with-name? assocl name2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'assoc-with-class?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'assoc-with-class?-on-add 'assocs) 
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(send axioms add 
'(axiom assoc-with-class?-on-add assoc 
(= (assoc-with-class? (add assocl rangel namel classl 

argsl) class2) 
(if (equal? classl class2) 
(then (add (assoc-with-class? assocl class2) 

item:rangel:namel:classl:argsl)) 
(else (assoc-with-class? assocl class2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'view-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'view-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom view-on-add assoc 
(= (view (add assocl rangel namel classl argsl) name2 

class2) 
(if (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) 
(then item:rangel:namel:classl:argsl) 
(else (view assocl name2 class2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'range-of?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'range-of?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom range-of?-on-add assoc 
(= (range-of? (add assocl rangel namel classl argsl) name2 

class2) 
(if (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) 
(then rangel) 
(else (range-of? assocl name2 class2))))) 

) 
(send axioms remove 'args-of?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'args-of?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send axioms add 
'(axiom args-of?-on-add assoc 
(= (args-of? (add assocl rangel namel classl argsl) name2 

class2) 
(if (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) 
(then argsl) 
(else (args-of? assocl name2 class2))))) 

) 
(send definitions remove 'is-not-in?-def 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'is-not-in?-def 'assocs) 
(send definitions add 
'(axiom is-not-in?-def assoc 
(= (is-not-in? assocl namel classl) 

(not (is-in? assocl namel classl)))) 
) 

(send definitions remove 'replace-def 'assocs) 
(send tests remove 'replace-def 'assocs) 
(send definitions add 
'(axiom replace-def assoc 
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(= (replace assocl namel classl rangel name2 class2 argsl) 
(add (remove assocl namel classl) rangel name2 class2 

args2))) 
) 

) 
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APPENDIX D: 

TEST PLAN LISTING FOR ABSTRACT CONTAINER 
HIERARCHY PLUS IDAX ASSOCS 

Because of the sheer amount of code that is needed to 
test each object, only a few of the test sequences have been 
given. The tests were selected for their complexity and 
uniqueness, and demonstrate some of the more complicated 
situations that can arise. 

iTESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS CONTAINERS 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'empty?-on-new 'containers) 
(send tests add 
'(test empty?-on-new container 
(For empty?-on-new : 
use testl with various initial states 
for containerl and 1 case(s): ((T))) 

(testl "Test of querry on new NAME: empty?-on-new CLASS: 
containers" 

((mk-ent containers c) 
(send c empty?) 
) 
#t 
)) 

) 

(send tests remove 'show-on-new 'containers) 
(send tests add 
'(test show-on-new container 
(For show-on-new : 
use testl with various initial states 
for containerl and 1 case(s): ((list-null))) 

(testl "Test of query on new NAME: show-on-new CLASS: 
containers" 

((mk-ent containers c) 
(send c show) 
) 
'() 
)) 

) 

(send tests remove 'empty?-on-add 'containers) 
(send tests add 
'(test empty?-on-add container 
(For empty?-on-add : 
use testl with various initial states 
for containerl and 1 case(s): ((F))) 
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(testl "Test seq #1 NAME: empty?-on-add CLASS: containers" 
((mk-ent containers c) 
(send c add 'iteml) 
(send c empty?) 
) 

if ))) 
(send tests remove 'show-on-add 'containers) 
(send tests add 
'(test show-on-add container 
(For show-on-add : 
use testl with various initial states 
for containerl and 1 case(s): ((list-of-items))) 

(testl "Test seq #1 NAME: show-on-add CLASS: containers" 
((mk-ent containers c) 
(send c add 'iteml) 
(send c add 'item2) 
(send c show) 
) 

'(item2 iteml) 
)) 

) 
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.•TESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS STACKS 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'stacks) 
(send tests add 
'(test remove-on-add stack 
(For remove-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for stackl and 1 case(s): ((stackl))) 

(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: remove-on-add CLASS: stacks" 
((mk-ent stacks s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
(send s add 'item2) 
) 

((send si add 'item3) 
(send si remove) 
(send si top?) 
) 

((send s2 top?) 
))) 

) 

(send tests remove 'top?-on-add 'stacks) 
(send tests add 
'(test top?-on-add stack 
(For top?-on-add : 
use testl with various initial states 
for stackl and 1 case(s): ((iteml))) 

(testl "Test seq #1 NAME: top?-on-add CLASS: stacks" 
((mk-ent stacks s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
(send s add 'item2) 
(send s top?) 
) 
'item2 
))) 

(send tests remove 'top?-on-new 'stacks) 
(send tests add 
'(test top?-on-new stack 
(For top?-on-new : 
use testl with various initial states 
for stackl and 1 case(s): ((signal empty!))) 

(testl "Test of query on new NAME: top?-on-new CLASS: 
stacks" 

((mk-ent stack s) 
(send s top?) 
) 
"empty!" 
)) 

) 
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(send tests remove 'pop-def 'stacks) 
(send tests add 
'(test pop-def stack 
(For pop-def : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for stackl and 1 case(s): ((top? stackl))) 

(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 for definition NAME: pop-def CLASS: 

stacks" 
((mk-ent stacks s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
(send s add 'item2) 
(send s add 'item3) 
) 

((send si pop) 
) 

((send s2 top?) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #2 for definition NAME: pop-def CLASS: 
stacks" 

((mk-ent stacks s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
(send s add 'item2) 
(send s add 'item3) 
) 

((send si pop?) 
(send si show) 
) 

((send s2 remove) 
(send s2 show) 
)) 

)) 
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;TESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS QUEUES 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'top?-on-add 'queues) 
(send tests add 
'(test top?-on-add queue 
(For top?-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for queuel and 2 case(s): 
(((empty? queuel) -> iteml) 
((not (empty? queuel)) -> (top? queuel)))) 

(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: top?-on-add CLASS: queues" 
((mk-ent queues q) 
(send q add 'iteml) 
(send q add 'item2) 
) 
((send ql add 'item3) 
(send ql top?) 
) 

((send ql top?) 
)) 

(testl "Test seq #1 NAME: top?-on-add CLASS: queues" 
((mk-ent queues q) 
(send q add 'iteml) 
(send q top?) 
) 
'iteml 
) 

)) 

(send tests remove 'top?-on-new 'queues) 
(send tests add 
'(test top?-on-new queue 
(For top?-on-new : 
use testl with various initial states 
for queuel and 1 case(s): ((signal empty!))) 

(testl "Test of query on new NAME: top?-on-new CLASS: 
queues" 

((mk-ent queues q) 
(send q top?) 
) 
"empty!" 
)) 

) 
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;TESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS SETS 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'remove-on-add 'sets) 
(send tests add 
'(test remove-on-add set 
(For remove-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for setl and 2 case(s): 
(((equal? iteml item2) -> (remove setl item2)) 
((not (equal? iteml item2)) -> (add (remove setl 

item2) iteml)))) 
(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: remove-on-add CLASS: sets" 
((mk-ent sets s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
(send s add 'item2) 
) 

((send si add 'iteml) 
(send si remove 'iteml) «•> 
(send si show) 
) 
((send s2 remove 'iteml) 
(send si show) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #2 NAME: remove-on-add CLASS: sets" 
((mk-ent sets s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
(send s add 'item2) 
) 

((send si add 'item3) 
(send si remove 'iteml) 
(send si show) 
) 

((send s2 remove 'iteml) 
(send s2 add 'item3) 
(send s2 show) 
)) 

)) 
) 

(send tests remove 'show-on-add 'sets) 
(send tests add 
'(test show-on-add set 
(For show-on-add : 
use testl with various initial states 
for setl and 1 case(s): ((list-of-items))) 

(testl "Test seq #1 NAME: show-on-add CLASS: sets" 
((mk-ent sets s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
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) 

(send s add 'item2) 
(send s show) 
) 
'(item2 iteml) 
)) 

(send tests remove 'is-in?-on-add 'sets) 
(send tests add 
'(test is-in?-on-add set 
(For is-in?-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for setl and 2 case(s): 
(((equal? iteml item2) -> T) 
((not (equal? iteml item2)) -> (is-in? setl item2)))) 

(begin 
(testl "Test seq #1 NAME: is-in?-on-add CLASS: sets" 
((mk-ent sets s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 
(send s add 'item2) 
(send s is-in? 'item2) 
) 
#t 
) 

(test2 "Test seq #2 NAME: 
((mk-ent sets s) 
(send s add 'iteml) 

s add 'item2) 
s add 'item3) 

is-in?-on-add CLASS: sets" 

(send 
(send 
) 
((send 
(send 
) 
((send 
))))) 

s add 'item4) 
s is-in? 'item2) 

s is-in? 'item2) 
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;TESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS RELATIONS 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'remove-all-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests add 
'(test remove-all-on-add relation 
(For remove-all-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for relationl and 2 case(s): 
(((equal? keyl key2) -> 
(remove-all relationl key2)) 

((not (equal? keyl key2)) -> 
(add (remove-all relationl key2) keyl iteml)))) 

(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: remove-all-on-add CLASS: 

relations" 
((mk-ent relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r add 'key2 'item2) 
(send r add 'key3 'iteml) 
(send r add 'keyl 'item4) 
) 

((send rl add 'key2 'item3) 
(send rl remove-all 'keyl) 
(send rl show) 
) 

((send r2 remove-all 'keyl) 
(send r2 add 'key2 'item3) 
(send r2 show) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #2 NAME: remove-all-on-add CLASS: 
relations" 

((mk-ent relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r add 'key2 'item2) 
(send r add 'keyl 'item4) 
) 
((send rl add 'key2 'item3) 
(send rl remove-all 'key2) 
(send rl show) 
) 
((send r2 remove-all 'key2) 
(send r2 show) 
)) 

)) 
) 

(send tests remove 'assoc?-on-add 'relations) 
(send tests add 
'(test assoc?-on-add relation 
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(For assoc?-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for relationl and 2 case(s): 
(((equal? keyl key2) -> iteml) 
((not (equal? keyl key2)) -> (assoc? relationl 

key2)))) 
(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: assoc?-on-add CLASS: relations" 
((mk-ent relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r add 'key2 'item2) 
(send r add 'keyl 'item2) 
) 

((send rl add 'key2 'item3) 
(send rl assoc? 'keyl) 
) 

((send r2 assoc? 'keyl) 
)) 

(testl "Test seq #2 NAME: assoc?-on-add CLASS: relations" 
((mk-ent relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r add 'key2 'item2) 
(send r add 'keyl 'item2) 
(send r assoc? 'keyl) 
) 

'item2 
) 

)) 
) 

(send tests remove 'is-not-in?-def 'relations) 
(send tests add 
'(test is-not-in?-def relation 
(For is-not-in?-def : 
use testl with various initial states 
for relationl and 1 case(s): ((not (is-in? 

relationl keyl)))) 
(begin 
(testl "Test seq #1 for definition NAME: is-not-in?-def 

CLASS: relations" 
((mk-ent relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send r is-not-in? 'keyl) 
) 
#f) 

(test2 "Test seq #2 for definition NAME: is-not-in?-def 
CLASS: relations" 

((mk-ent relations r) 
(send r add 'keyl 'iteml) 
) 
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((send r is-not-in? #key2) 
) 
((not (send r is-in? 'key2)) 
) 

)) 
) 

) 
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:TESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS FUNCTIONS 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'add-def 'functions) 
(send tests add 
'(test replace-def function 
(For add-def : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for functionl and 0 querie(s): () 
and 2 case(s): 
(((is-in? functionl keyl) -> (signal 

error:already-exists)) 
((not (is-in? functionl keyl)) -> 

(fuction:add-using-containers)))) 
(begin 
(testl "Test seq #1 for definition NAME: add-def CLASS: 

functions" 
((mk-ent functions f) 
(send f add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send f add 'keyl 'item2) 
) 
"already-exists" 
) 

(testl "Test seq #2 for definition NAME: add-def CLASS: 
functions" 

((mk-ent functions f) 
(send f add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send f add 'key2 'item2) 
(send f show) 
) 
'((key2 item2) (keyl iteml)) 
) 

)) 
) 

(send tests remove 'replace-def 'functions) 
(send tests add 
'(test replace-def function 
(For replace-def : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for functionl and 0 querie(s): () 
and 1 case(s): ((add (remove functionl keyl iteml) 

keyl item2))) 
(test2 "Test seq #1 for NAME: replace-def CLASS: functions" 
((mk-ent functions f) • 
(send f add 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send f add 'key2 'item2) 
) 

((send fl replace 'keyl 'iteml 'item3) 
(send fl show) 



) 
((send f2 remove 'keyl 'iteml) 
(send £2 add 'keyl 'item3) 
(send f2 show) 
) 
)) 
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.•TESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS MSETS 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'number-of?-on-add 'insets) 
(send tests add 
'(test number-of?-on-add mset 
(For number-of?-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for msetl and 2 case(s): 
(((equal? iteml item2) -> 
(fn + 1 (number-of? msetl item2))) 

((not (equal? iteml item2)) -> 
(number-of? msetl item2)))) 

(begin 
(testl "Test seq #1 NAME: number-of?-on-add CLASS: insets" 
((mk-ent msets m) 
(send m add 'iteml) 
(send m add 'item2) 
(send m add 'item2) 
) 

((send ml add 'iteml) 
(send ml number-of? 'iteml) 
) 
((+1 (send m2 number-of? 'iteml)) 
)) 

(testl "Test seq #2 NAME: number-of?-on-add CLASS: msets" 
((mk-ent msets m) 
(send m add 'iteml) 
(send m add 'item2) 
(send m add 'item2) 
) 
((send ml add 'iteml) 
(send ml number-of? 'item2) 
) 

((send m2 number-of? 'item2) 
)) 

)) 
) 

(send tests remove 'remove-all-of-def 'msets) 
(send tests add 
'(test remove-all-of-def mset 
(For remove-all-of-def : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for msetl and 1 querie(s): (number-of?) 
and 1 case(s): ((remove msetl:for:number-of?-iteml 

iteml))) 
(testl "Test seq #1 for definition NAME: remove-all-def 

CLASS: msets" 
((mk-ent msets m) 



(send m add 'keyl) 
(send m add 'key2) 
(send m add 'keyl) 
(send m add 'key2) 
(send m add 'key3) 
(send m add 'keyl) 
(send in remove-all 
(send m number-of? 
) 
0 
)) 

'keyl) 
'keyl) 
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.•TESTS FOR OBJECT CLASS ASSOCS 

(begin 
(send tests remove 'view-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests add 
'(test view-on-add assoc 
(For view-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for assocl and 2 case(s): 
(((and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) -> 
item:rangel:namel:classl:argsl) 

((not (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl 
class2))) -> 

(view assocl name2 class2)))) 
(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: view-on-add CLASS: assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
(send a add '(rangel name2 classl argsl)) 
(send a add '(range2 name2 class2 args2)) 
) 

((send al add '(rangel namel class2 args3)) 
(send al view 'namel 'classl) 
) 

((send a2 view 'namel 'classl) 
)) 

(testl "Test seq #2 NAME: view-on-add CLASS: assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
(send a add '(rangel name2 classl argsl)) 
(send a add '(rangel namel class2 args3)) 
(send a view 'namel 'class2) 
) 
'(rangel namel class2 args3) 
) 

)) 
) 

(send tests remove 'range-of?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests add 
'(test range-of?-on-add assoc 
(For range-of?-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for assocl and 2 case(s): 
(((and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) -> 
rangel) 

((not (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl 
class2))) -> 

(range-of? assocl name2 class2)))) 
(begin 
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) 

(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: range-of?-on-add CLASS: assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
(send a add '(rangel name2 classl args2)) 
(send a add '(rangel namel class2 args3)) 
) 

((send al add '(range2 name3 class3 args4)) 
(send al range-of? 'namel 'classl) 
) 

((send a2 range-of? 'namel 'classl) 
)) 

(testl "Test seq #2 NAME: range-of?-on-add CLASS: assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
(send a add '(rangel name2 classl args2)) 
(send a add '(rangel namel class2 args3)) 
(send a add '(range2 name3 class3 args4)) 
(send a range-of? 'name3 'class3) 
) 

'(range2 name3 class3 args4) 
) 

)) 

(send tests remove 'args-of?-on-add 'assocs) 
(send tests add 
'(test args-of?-on-add assoc 
(For args-of?-on-add : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for assocl and 2 case(s): 
(((and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl class2)) -> 
argsl) 

((not (and (equal? namel name2) (equal? classl 
class2))) -> 

(args-of? assocl name2 class2)))) 
(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 NAME: args-of?-on-add CLASS: assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
(send a add '(rangel name2 classl args2)) 
(send a add '(rangel namel class2 args3)) 
) 

((send al add '(range2 name3 class3 args4)) 
(send al args-of? 'namel 'classl) 
) 
((send a2 args-of? 'namel 'classl) 
)) 

(testl "Test seq #2 NAME: args-of?-on-add CLASS: assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
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(send a add '(rangel name2 classl args2)) 
(send a add '(rangel namel class2 args3)) 
(send a add '(range2 name3 class3 args4)) 
(send a args-of? 'name3 'class3) 
) 
'(range2 name3 class3 args4) 
) 

)) 
) 

(send tests remove 'replace-def 'assocs) 
(send tests add 
'(test replace-def assoc 
(For replace-def : 
use test2 with various initial states 
for assocl and 6 querie(s): 
(is-in? assoc-with-name? assoc-with-class? view 

range-of? args-of?) 
and 1 case(s): 
((add (remove assocl namel classl) rangel name2 

class2 args2))) 
(begin 
(test2 "Test seq #1 of definition NAME: replace-def CLASS: 

assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
) 

((send al replace 'namel 'classl '(range2 name2 class2 
args2)) 

(send al is-in? 'namel 'classl) 
) 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a2 remove 'namel 'classl) 
(send a2 add '(range2 name2 class2 args2)) 
(send a2 is-in? 'namel 'classl) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #2 of definition NAME: replace-def CLASS: 
assocs" 

((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
) 
((send al replace 'namel 'classl '(range2 name2 class2 

args2)) 
(send (send al assoc-with-name? 'name2) show) 
) 

((send a2 remove 'namel 'classl) 
(send a2 add '(range2 name2 class2 args2)) 
(send (send a2 assoc-with-name? 'name2) show) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #3 of definition NAME: replace-def CLASS: 
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assocs" 
((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
) 
((send al replace 'namel 'classl '(range2 name2 class2 

args2)) 
(send (send al assoc-with-class? 'class2) show) 
) 

((send a2 remove 'namel 'classl) 
(send a2 add '(range2 name2 class2 args2)) 
(send (send a2 assoc-with-class? 'class2) show) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #4 of definition NAME: replace-def CLASS: 
assocs" 

((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
) 

((send al replace 'namel 'classl '(range2 name2 class2 
args2)) 

(send al view 'name2 'class2) 
, ) 

((send a2 remove 'namel 'classl) 
(send a2 add '(range2 name2 class2 args2)) 
(send a2 view 'name2 'class2) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #5 of definition NAME: replace-def CLASS: 
assocs" 

((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
) 

((send al replace 'namel 'classl '(range2 name2 class2 
args2)) 

(send al range-of? 'name2 'class2) 
) 

((send a2 remove 'namel 'classl) 
(send a2 add '(range2 name2 class2 args2)) 
(send a2 range-of? 'name2 'class2) 
)) 

(test2 "Test seq #6 of definition NAME: replace-def CLASS: 
assocs" 

((mk-ent assocs a) 
(send a add '(rangel namel classl argsl)) 
) 

((send al replace 'namel 'classl '(range2 name2 class2 
args2)) 

(send al args-of? 'name2 'class2) 
) 

((send a2 remove 'namel 'classl) 
(send a2 add '(range2 name2 class2 args2)) 
(send a2 args-of? 'name2 'class2) 
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APPENDIX E: IDAX COMMAND SUMMARY 

Below is a full listing of the commands made available by 

IDAX to OOPS environment user. Each command is summarized, 

and a sample usage is given. All of the IDAX files must be in 

a subdirectory (ax) off of the working directory. IDAX uses 

four file extensions: 

•syn for the syntax file 
.ax for the axiom and definition file 
.s for the implementation file 
.tst for the test file 

To use different versions of the same information, add the 

following to the file name: 

name.#.extension 

such as: 

assocs.l.syn 

Other extensions can be used, however, when writing the class, 

axioms, or tests of an object class, these extensions will be 

used by IDAX. 

SYSTEM LEVEL COMMANDS: 

clear (clear) 
Clear is used to delete all of the 
information currently in IDAX and to re
initialize the system. 

commands? (commands?) 
Commands? gives a listing of all of the 
IDAX commands. 

classes-sys (classes-sys) 
Classes-sys is used to print out the 
object names currently in IDAX. 

list-class-names-sys (list-class-names-sys) 
List-class-names-sys returns a list of 
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the names of the objects currently in 
IDAX. 

stats-sys (stats-sys) 
Stats-sys prints the status of each 
object currently in IDAX. 

check-sys (check-sys) 
Check-sys type checks the axioms and 
definitions of each object currently in 
IDAX. 

test-sys (test-sys) 
Test-sys executes the test plan for each 
axiom or definition of each object 
currently in IDAX. 

CLASS (OBJECT) LEVEL COMMANDS: 

add-cl (add-cl 'class-name) 
Add-cl is used to move the operations of 
an object class into the IDAX system. 
Note that the class .syn file must be 
loaded before this command can be 
executed. 

remove-cl (remove-cl 'class-name) 
Remove-cl will remove every bit of data 
associated with the given class name from 
the IDAX system. 

replace-cl (replace-cl 'class-name) 
Replace-cl can be used to change from one 
syntax version of an object to another. 
First load the .syn file of the new 
version, then use replace-cl. Note that 
the axioms and test specified for the 
class will be deleted and the proper .ax 
and .tst files will need to be loaded. 

ops-cl (ops-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the operation names 
associated with the class name. 

ups-cl (ups-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the non inherited 
up-building operation names associated 
with the class name. 

downs-cl (downs-cl 'class-name) 
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Will print a list of the non inherited 
down-building operation names associated 
with the class name. 

qus-cl (qus-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the non inherited 
query operation names associated with the 
class name. 

def-ops-cl (def-ops-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the non inherited 
defined operation names associated with 
the class name. 

all-ups-cl (all-ups-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the up-building 
operation names associated with the class 
name (both inherited and non inherited). 

all-downs-cl (all-downs-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the down-building 
operation names associated with the class 
name (both inherited and non inherited). 

all-qus-cl (all-qus-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the query operation 
names associated with the class name 
(both inherited and non inherited). 

all-def-ops-cl (all-def-ops-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the defined 
operation names associated with the class 
name (both inherited and non inherited). 

axdefs-cl (axdefs-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the axiom and 
definition names associated with the 
class name and report whether or not each 
is in the IDAX system. 

list-axdef-names-cl (list-axdef-names-cl 'class-name) 
Will return a list of the names of the 
axioms and definitions associated with 
the class name. 

tests-cl (tests-cl 'class-name) 
Will print a list of the test names 
associated with the class name. Only 
those tests in the IDAX system will be 
given. 
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(make-axdefs-cl 'class-name) 
Will create all axiom and definition left 
hand sides needed for the current syntax 
of the object class name. If an axiom or 
definition is already in the IDAX system, 
it will be unchanged, so this command can 
be used to fill in holes. 

(remake-axdefs-cl 'class-name) 
Will create all axiom and definition left 
hand sides needed for the current syntax 
of the object class name. If an axiom or 
definition is already in the IDAX system, 
it will be changed and only the left hand 
side will remain. 

(check-cl 'class-name) 
Will type check each axiom and definition 
associated with the class name. It will 
report on any missing or unspecified 
axioms or definitions needed by the class 
object. 

(make-tests-cl 'class-name) 
Will destructively create test 
suggestions for the given class name. 
Any tests already in the IDAX system will 
be over written and only the suggestions 
will be present. 

(test-cl 'class-name) 
Will execute the test plan for every 
axiom and definition associated with the 
class name, reporting on those missing or 
unspecified. 

(write-cl 'class-name) 
Will write the current syntax for the 
class to a .syn file. Note that the file 
will not include the (need-one-of) 
commands which the user must put in using 
a text editor. 

(write-axdefs-cl 'class-name) 
Will create a .ax file to store the 
axioms and definitions associated with 
the class. The .ax file can then be 
loaded at any time to add the object's 
axioms to the system. 
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write-tests-cl 

stats-cl 

is-member-cl 

(write-tests-cl 'class-name) 
Will create a .tst file to store the 
tests associated with the class. The 
.tst file can then be loaded at any time 
to add the object's test specifications 
to the IDAX system. 

(stats-cl 'class-name) 
Will pint to the screen the statistics of 
the class. Including axioms and 
definitions, and tests currently in the 
system, as well as the operations 
associated with the class name. 

(is-member-cl 'class-name) 
Will tell if the class has been added to 
the IDAX system. 

OPERATION LEVEL COMMANDS: 

add-op 

remove-op 

(add-op TYPE '(range name class . args)) 
Will add the specified operation to the 
system. It will be associated with the 
name and class given and will be an up, 
down, qu, or def-op determined by TYPE. 

(remove-op 'name 'class) 
Will remove the operation of name for 
class from the system, also removing any 
axioms, definitions, or tests associated 
with it. 

replace-op (replace-op 'name 'class '(range name class.args)) 
Will replace the operation of name for 
class with the new specification given. 
The operation's type will not change. 

ls-op 

kind-op 

(is-op 'name 'class) 
Is-op will return true if the specified 
operation is in the IDAX system. 

(kind-op 'name 'class) 
Class is optional. Will return the type 
of the operation. Such as UP-BUILDING or 
INHERITED. 

range-op (range-op 'name 'class) 
Will return the range field of the 
operation, the value of the first field 
in the operation syntax. 
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args-op 

get-op 

(args-op 'name 'class) 
Will return a list of the arguments 
required by the operation or the given 
object class. 

(get-op 'name 'class) 
Will return the syntax currently 
specifying the operation, ie: (get-op 
'add 'assocs) -> (assoc add assoc range 
name class args) 

axdefs-op (axdefs-op 'name 'class) 
Will show a list of the names of all the 
axioms and definitions associated with 
the given operation. It will also report 
if they are in the system or not. 

list-axdef-names-op (list-axdef-names-op 'name 'class) 
Will return a list of the names of all 
the axioms and definitions associated 
with the given operation. 

classes-op 

set-range-op 

set-args-op 

make-axdef s-op 

(classes-op 'name) 
Will show a list of the classes for which 
an operation with the given name exists. 

(set-range-op 'name 'class) 
Will change the operation syntax that is 
specifying the operation in IDAX. It 
will also change this information in the 
object syntax, which can be seen by 
write-cl. All of the axioms, 
definitions, and tests associated with 
the operation will be removed from the 
IDAX system. 

(set-args-op 'name 'class) 
Preforms much the same as set-range-op, 
but will change the arguments of the 
operation rather than the range. 

(make-axdef-op 'name 'class) 
Will make the left hand side for each 
axiom and definition associated with the 
operation. If the axiom or definition is 
already in the IDAX system it is not 
updated, if not the generated axiom or 
definition is added to the IDAX system. 

remake-axdefs-op (remake-axdefs-op 'name 'class) 
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check-op 

make-tests-op 

test-op 

Preforms much the same as make-axdefs-op, 
but any pre-existent axioms or 
definitions are replaced by the new 
versions automatically. 

(check-op 'name 'class) 
Will type check each axiom and definition 
associated with the operation. 

(make-tests-op 'name 'class) 
Will generate a test suggestion for each 
axiom and definition associated with the 
operation. Any pre-existent test 
suggestions and/or plans will be replaced 
by the new versions. 

(test-op 'name 'class) 
Will execute the test plan associated 
with each axiom and definition associated 
with the operation. 

AXIOM AND DEFINITION LEVEL COMMANDS: 

is-axdef (is-axdef 'name 'class) 
Class is optional. Will return true if 
an axiom or definition with the given 
name is in the IDAX system and is 
associated with the given class. If no 
class is specified then any axiom or 
definition with the name will satisfy the 
search. 

kind-axdef (kind-axdef 'name 'class) 
Class is optional. Will return either 
AXIOM, DEFINITION, or NOT-AND-AXIOM-OR-
DEFINITION, depending on specification 
for the axdef with name for class. 

get-axdef 

lhs-axdef 

rhs-axdef 

(get-axdef 'name 'class) 
Will return the syntax currently defining 
the axiom or definition with the given 
name for the given class. 

(lhs-axdef 'name 'class) 
Will return the left hand side of the 
specified axiom or definition as a list. 

(rhs-axdef 'name 'class) 
Will return the right hand side of the 
specified axiom or definition as a list. 
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classes-axdef 

set-lhs-axdef 

set-rhs-axdef 

(classes-axdef 'name) 
Will show a list of the classes for which 
an axiom or definition exists with the 
given name. 

(set-lhs-axdef 'name 'class '(new-lhs)) 
Will set the left hand side of the 
specified axiom or definition to the new 
list provided. All tests associated with 
the axiom or definition will be removed 
from the IDAX system. 

(set-rhs-axdef 'name 'class '(new-rhs)) 
Preforms in the same manner as set-lhs-
axdef, but will change the right hand 
side of the axiom or definition rather 
than the left hand side. 

make-test-axdef 

check-axdef (check-axdef 'name 'class) 
Will type check the axiom or definition 
specified by name and class. #t 
indicates that the axiom is correctly 
type specified. 

(make-test-axdef 'name 'class) 
Will create a test suggestion for the 
axiom or definition specified and add it 
to the IDAX system. If a test was 
already in the IDAX system for the given 
axdef, it will be written over by the new 
test suggestion. 

recommend-test-axdef (recommend-test-axdef 'name 'class) 
Works just as make-test-axdef does, 
however, it also show the test suggestion 
created. 

test-axdef (test-axdef 'name 'class) 
Will execute the test plan associated 
with the given axiom or definition. 

TEST LEVEL COMMANDS: 

is-test (is-test 'name 'class) 
Class is optional. Will return true if 
IDAX contains a test with the given name 
for the given class. 

get-test (get-test 'name 'class) 
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Will return the syntax of the test with 
the given name for the given class. 

suggest-test (suggest-test 'name 'class) 
Will show what the test suggestion is for 
the specified axiom (or test) of the 
given class of objects. 

plan-test (plan-test 'name 'class) 
Will show the test plan that has been 
specified for the particular behavior 
point given by name and class. 

classes-test (classes-test 'name) 
Will show a list of class object names 
for which a test of the given name has 
been specified. 

set-test (set-test 'name 'class '(plan)) 
Will set the test plan for the given 
behavior point to the list of tests given 
by plan. 

check-test (check-test 'name 'class) 
Will execute the test plan for the given 
behavior point. 
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